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Volume 85- No. 20

Clinton's video testimony elicits reactions
□ University
community expresses
mixed reactions to the
release of Clinton's
taped testimony.
By JILL GOODMAN
The BG News

■ Falcon volleyball team
Is swept in three games.

The testimony of President
Clinton's video admitting to sexual relations with Monica
Lewinsky was released to the
nation Monday.
This videotape has stirred

much controversy nationwide,
including on the University campus. Some citizens are outraged
that the President of the United
States lied under oath and
believe there are grounds for his
impeachment.
Others believe Clinton is entitled to his personal freedom and
the media has overstepped the
bounds of informing and moved
into exploiting. University students and faculty had mixed
reactions.
"How far can we take the First
Amendment?"
said
D.S.
Chauhan, professor of political

For full Clinton
coverage, see
page 6.
science. He said the video tape
should not have been released
because it is the President's personal problems.
Greg Dillon, junior computer
art major, agreed. He said the
media is turning the case into a
spectacle.
"In this information age, we
are getting an information overload. There is just too much

information," he said. "The
media is taking this case and
making it entertainment, instead
of getting to the issues of importance."
However, Molly Lautzenheiser, sophomore finance major,
said Clinton is looked up to and
should not have bed to the country.
"The President chose to give
up the right of privacy when he
ran for president. He is the role
model for our country and
should not have lied to the country," Lautzenheiser said.
Chauhan said Clinton was

skeptical
of Heritage 2000 plan

■ BG women's tennis
team overtakes the
BGSU Invitational with
singles and doubles.

■ Florence Griffith
Joyner, 'FloJo', dies at
the age of 38 due to
heart problems.

only being human when he lied
about his affair with Lewinsky.
"It is human nature for President Clinton to not tell the truth.
The videotape is weakening the
presidency; the focus is on personal information, and not
focusing on real problems,"
Chauhan said.
Ewart Skinner, assistant professor of telecommunications,
said it was ambiguous and not
right to release the tape. He said
it is a mortal blow and politically
motivated. Skinner said the public does have a right to know, but
it depends on the level of detail.

Campus

Nursing
program
offers variety
□ Competitive
admission standards
shouldn't discourage
prospective nurses.
By TRACY WOOD
The BG News

■ High winds and heavy
surf make Hurricane
Georges the strongest
for Puerto Rico's in
decades. Georges
packed 110 mph winds
and churned 20-foot
seas.

■ Because of the growing economy, Ohioans
are creating more
garbage than ever.
BO Newt Photo/SCOTT FAUBER

The R&B Newstand & Games, on Main Street, is one of the several businesses opposing the Heritage 2000 changes.
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□ The look of
downtown may
change, but the
change could cause
businesses to leave.
By MIKE WENDLING
The BG News

"Instead ot using
the words, if only,
try substituting the
words, next time."

The City's Heritage 2000
project is well on its way to
fruition, yet opposition among
business owners is growing.
Tom Stmisha, co-owner of
R&B Newsstand, called the
project an "exorbitant waste of
money."
"I've been at this store since
March," Strnisha said. "I
received a letter three months

ago. From what I understand
they're assessing an extra
$2500 per business, and that's
for a business like ours, which
is only about 25 to 30 feet
wide."
The project will cost about
$6.2 million. The money will
be used to replace the concrete
sidewalks with brick, and to
install "old-fashioned" lamp
posts.
Municipal Administrator
John Fawcett called the project
"very artistically sophisticated."
"We're taking Main Street
and creating a new look with
the use of architectural brick
and concrete," Fawcett said.
Jennifer Buskey, director of
the Downtown Business Association, said the appearance of

the downtown area will be
improved.
"There's a lot of rumors
going around. Yes, rents will be
increased, but there will' be a
lot of benefits," she said. "If the
town looks great, people will
come down. We will have better lighting and sidewalks.
There will be a lot of things
that will look better. With the
money we will be able to hire a
full-time groundskeeper. The
downtown area will look spectacular all the time."
Stmisha disagreed and said
it will create an inconvenience.
"They're going to put in
brick sidewalks that will be
torn up in 10 years," he said.
"It will create a mess."
Roger Aftoora, owner of
Rainbow Jewelry, is passing a

letter amongst local businesses, expressing opposition to
the project.
"The Heritage 2000 committee has rammed this project
through," he said. "Fifteen
business owners have already
signed the letter."
Aftoora noted that beautifying programs in other towns
haven't always worked, and
taxes imposed by the project
would adversely affect the
diversity of businesses in the
downtown area.
"I've never seen a fancy
lamp post draw anyone downtown," he said.
Buskey wants business
owners to have all of the relevant information before mak• See HERITAGE, page 5.

anonymous

UA0 celebrates 40 years entertaining students
Visit our new website
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com

□ UAO alters its operations by adding several committies for the
school year.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

Throughout the past years,
UAO has taken some turns
down different roads, but one
thing remains the same — UAO
offers a positive experience for
students.
"Taking the road less traveled" is this year's theme for
UAO, and it shows. Since UAO

I

offers an experience found
nowhere else on campus, this
makes the student different from
everyone else by allowing them
to take the journey down the
road less traveled.
Past University President
Ralph W. McDonald made the
announcement to have an activities organization in his Dedicatory Address back in 1958.
UAO, originally called "University Union Activities Organization," made its debut to the
University on April 12, 1958.
This means that last year would
have been the 40th anniversary,
but the organization is celebrating it this year.

"UAO is always bringing in new changes
and ideas."
Amanda Allen
vice president of UAO

Some of the original purposes
of UAO were:
• to provide for the intellectual stimulation of our students,
our faculty, and all others who
make use of the facilities of the
Union.
• to enhance the cultural interests of the University community
• to improve the relationships
of loyalty to the University, State

and nation.
•to help achieve a higher spiritual level in our personal lives.
• to encourage widespread
participation in activities by the
students.
•to provide leadership in
planning and carrying out the
student activities program.
According to Amanda Allen,
• See UAO, page 5.

The University's nursing
major is starting to gain popularity among students.
The program provides background for nurses to care for
people of all ages in many different career settings.
Nancy Williams, nursing program advisor, said students considering a career in the nursing
field should like to work with
people and be competent in the
sciences.
Willimas said there are many
different settings, shifts and
hours available to choose from
but the field is not for everyone.
"The nursing field is not for
people who do not like to work
holidays or weekends and people should understand it is a service job where nurses need to be
available 24 hours a day for
staffing," Williams said.
Students in the nursing program follow a certain curriculum where courses taken during
their freshman and sophomore
year prepare them for admission
into the nursing program. Once
students are accepted into the
program, they will finish their
last two years at the Medical
College of Ohio, in Toledo.
Kelly Kem, senior nursing
major and president of the Student Nurses Association, said
the program does a wonderful
job displaying all the areas
available and helps to find
which area is best for students.
According
to
Williams,
admission into the program is
considered competitive.
Emily Diehl, sophomore nursing major, has known she wanted to be a nurse since childhood.
"A career in nursing is
rewarding because you know
you will be helping people every
day when you go to work,"
Diehl said.
Williams said the occupation
offers many advantages, but the
biggest one is the versatility.
There is flexibility within the
employment setting and the
opportunity to move around to
different jobs. Students pursuing
a career in nursing require more
skills than people might associate with nursing.
Kem encourages others to get
into the nursing field.
"There is some aspect of nursing that would fit anyone's personality," Kem said. "It is a wonderful way to learn something
and make a difference in someone else's life."
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Opinion

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

U. should back up student rights PEOPLE ON THE
All over campus, signs listing
our "undeniable student rights'
have been stapled to bulletin
boards and kiosks. The signs are
there to let us know that, as students, we are human beings that
deserve basic provisions for our
success.
Funny. I thought that was a
given.
This list of rights talks about our
right to: a study environment free
of interruptions; deny sexual
advances or assault from any
unwanted person: expect students
to be accountable for their actions;
deny taking care of intoxicated
friends; a good night's sleep without interruption; a clean and
healthy living space; and to be
assertive when enforcing these
rights.
After reading this list I thought.
"Well, duh!" We undergraduate
students knew we had these rights
long ago, only the University
appeared to never acknowledge
them. Has it finally done so? Are
the "Powers that Be" at BGSU
telling us they're ready and willing
to stand by us?
As nice and as logical as it would
be, I remain skeptical. I believe
these signs are little more than a
PR tool. Their only real value is

that the University can use them
and the rights printed on them as
disclaimers for its actions.
I question what the University
will do if students try to enforce
their rights. Is the Office of Residence Life prepared to deal with a
host of students who want to
change rooms because of problems
with drunk roommates? I doubt
it, especially since 1 heard it's easier, faster, and less painful to saw
off your limbs and wait for your
bloody stubs to heal than to get
that office to give you a new room
assignment. We have the right to
deny taking care of a drunk roommate and to a study environment
free of interruption, but what is the
University going to do about it?
University administrators may

say they posted the signs to
empower us. Actually, I think
they're patronizing us. If something happens to me and I want to
raise hell about it, I don't want
some assistant director of some
department patting me on the
head like a little boy telling me it 11
be all right because I have a right
to a clean and healthy living space.
I want something done about it. If
the University has humbled Itself
to extend us these rights it had
better go the extra mile to help us
defend them. If the University has
to make adjustments to deal with
this, then so be it.
Also, the list of rights Isn't long
enough. Undergraduates have the
right not to have racial, ethnic or
sexual slurs thrown their way. We
have the right not to be harassed
in any way because of what we are.
We have the right to receive a good
education from professors who
know how to teach and like doing
it. We have the right not to be
treated like crap by some staff
member when we walk into a public campus office asking for help.
We have the right to go home on
weekends if we want to. Why didn't
these get printed on signs and
posted around campus? If the
other rights are "undeniable" does

Sick Puppies

STREET

that mean our administration hao
chosen to deny these?
There are a few good points
about these signs. First of all.
some people are not aware of their
rights. Second, it does appear
that the University is putting on an
all-out effort to let people know
that inappropriate behavior will
not be tolerated. Because of this,
some people may change their
behavior. But the University could
have handled this differently. It
could have made the student
handbook, the source for all our
rights, user-friendly so more people would read it. Or, the University could have made the signs
appear more like a reminder of our
rights and less like a royal scroll
decreeing and bestowing them to
us.
Bowling Green has come a long
way over the past few years and it
is more student-oriented. However, in its all-out effort to put "students first' the University has to
plan on what will come second
when we want these and other
rights enforced.

If you could wake up tomorrow
having gained any one ability or
quality, what would it be?

■■■■

Tim Marshall is a columnist for the
BG News. He can be reached at timlee@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Monia Hathaway
Freshman
Secondary Ed.
"To be able to
sleep through all
my classes and be
able to absorb
everything"

by Jerry Jezek
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Dustin Lampe
Freshman
Business Pre-Law
"I would probably
want to be bigger to
play football."

Carolina Pino
Sophomore
Inf I Business
I could read people's minds."

. . You «£ A
De^octiApHic
(^THAT'S T€RK.iBl£f
I CAN i se
\£uReD?.'?

Justin Paez
Sophomore
Criminal Justice
"I would want the
ability to get through
school without having to work so hard."

XT^WMAT DO YoUMeAN?

Sarah Walter
Sophomore
French Ed.
"The ability to
change somebody's
life for the better."
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People deserve to know about scandal
NORMAN. Okla. (U-WIRE) - Imagine for a minute a man of power
has a moment of weakness in
which he cheats on his wife. He
has admitted to his wife he has
cheated before, and she forgave
him. Bui this time it is different.
This time he is cheating with a
woman half his age. engaging in
acts too graphic to describe. This
woman is a college student, interning with a company he is in charge
of. She is supposed to be learning
from her experience there, and
instead she is learning that it is
OK for a man of power to manipulate 21-year-old interns into having sex.
Imagine this man of power doesn't just cheat with her. He cheats
with her in his office during business hours. He does this several
times, usually when his wife is out
of town. He even enlists his secretary and other employees in helping him cover up the affair.
But despite all his efforts, the
affair comes to light, with all Its
sordid details. He apologizes, but
only after he lied to everyone and
was basically caught in the act.

Now imagine I am not talking
about President Clinton and Monica Lewinsky.
Imagine this man is a school
principal, cheating with a student
teacher during school hours in his
office. The masses would no doubt
scream for the principal s resignation. If the principal refused to
resign, he would be fired, and for
good reason.
The principal would not have to
lie under oath in a legal proceeding
involving other sexual misconduct
he allegedly committed. The act
Itself is certainly enough to warrant dismissal. Or is it?
Apparently, the majority of the

If what Clinton did in the Oval
public still believes Clinton should
keep his Job. People are starting to Office during business hours is his
believe there are no absolutes in "private life." when does sex on the
our society; that nothing is wrong Job become too extreme? Should
in all circumstances. Despite this businesses provide beds in the
trend, certain things are Just plain break room for employees who
wrong. Lying and committing want to exercise their right to sex
adultery are wrong. Anyone who
in the workplace? Should Oklathinks they are OK is morally
bankrupt. What the majority of homa University start providing
Americans are doing is saying it is classes to teach business majors
not their place to Judge Clinton's how to seduce others in the business world?
actions.
Clinton looked the American peoOn the contrary, it is the Job of
everyone to decide what is right ple in the eye and lied. Now he tells
and wrong In our society. The us he Is sorry. Sorry he got caught,
release of Clinton's grand jury tes- maybe. Clinton's videotaped testitimony will give Americans the mony will give us a better Idea of
chance to keep an eye on their how sorry he is. Clinton has conleader. It is a victory for free speech tinually lied to the American peoand American government. When ple. How are we to trust anything
a public official commits a crime, he says anymore? We know he is
we must stand up as a people and capable of looking us in the eye
decide what our standards are.
and lying convincingly.
When the president of the United
If Clinton were an ordinary citiStates defiles the White House by
zen,
people would want him to step
committing adultery in the Oval
Office, he has disgraced the role of down.
the president. He has stained the
Bryan Dean is a columnist from
moral fabric of the country and he
the Oklahoma Daily.
should be censured for it.

DARLA WARNOCK
Editor-in-Chief

Have an opinion?
e-mail us at the
bgnews@bgnet.
bgsu.edu

The IG New* encourage* reader*' Input to discuss topics of interest in
the BGSU community. If you would like to have sooirthlng printed in The
BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letter* are to be lea* than 500 words (lets than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer piece* (between SOO-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subiect to space limitations
and considered bated en topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If
you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and af filiation
with me University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a Macintosh compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter io Room 210 West
Hall, or e-mail us at bgnewsWicnet.bgsuedu. Be prepared to show valid
identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be printed if
valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity is In
the proper Interests of the writer.
Space liaaitatlons nuy prevent The New* from printing all letters
received. The New* reserve* the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.

NATALIE MILLER
Opinion Editor

BRANDIBARHITE
Assistant Managing Editor

KIM WILFONG
Copy Chief

MIKE WENDLING
Chief Reporter

TOD McCLOSKEY
Sports Editor

JASON SUGGS
Photo Editor

JOHN WENZEL
Entertainment Editor

TARA CANNON
Graphics Editor

■

Letters to the Editor policy

SARAH BEDNARSKI
Managing Editor

Melissa Naymik
Ana Periera
Brian Taylor
Denise Domanski
G. Michael Graham
Stephanie Schneider
Scott Zimmer
Scott Fauber

..
..
..
..
..
..

.Special Projects Editor
.Wire Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
.Assistant Copy Chief
.Assistant Sports Editor
Assistant Graphics Editor
Assistant Graphics Editor
Assistant Photo Editor

< opyniht C 199». Taw K Newa, Bowling Green. Ohio Reprinting of any material from this publication without the permission or The fG News Is strictly
prohibited. The K News is an independent publication founded In 1920 and Is
published dally during the academic year and weekly during the summer
semester. Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not nee
essanly those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The K
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1998 K News ilttt.
Tha K News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any errors In stories or photograph descriptions. Decisions made by the i.ditor-m Chief and the
Editorial guard are final.
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Prior to the construction of the Student Services
Building in 1969, the bookstore was located on the
first floor of the University Union.
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publication
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Make eyes at
Computer
operating system
Whitewater
transport
Cheap ocean
passage
Wisconsin city
Give one's due
Entrance
Furthermore
Hold back
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Goneril's father
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•To having a lower score differential than UT vs. OSU.
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•To backrubs - for easing the stress of everyday life.
B
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•To the hole in Lifesavers - a great place for your tongue to go.
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•To the super-friendly Chily's cashier lady - she makes our day.
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28 Rodeo rope
30 Upright
31 Highly
unconventional
32 Struck with a
bent leg
34 Loafs about
37 Returns blow for
blow
38 Haberdasher's
line
40 Weep noisily
41 Mocking taunt
43 Attack like a cat
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•To excellent September sunsets.

■
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•To early classes - who's cognizant at 8 a.m.?

•For the answers, look on
the web: www.bijnews.coni

C1996 Tnbun* Media Servces. inc
All nghts reserved

29 Rube

44 Suffering believer
46 Sticky-toed
lizard
47 News piece
48 Mrs. Nick Charles
49 Do the crawl
50 Fleeting trace
51 May-berry boy
52 Swan lady
53 Carolina cape
56 By way ol

•To coin-operated laundry and broken dryers.

PAGE THREE is
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University. We
at The BO News
consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody.
Opinions expressed
herein are solely

•To hours and hours spent in the language labs.
•To squeaky bed springs and over-eager roommates.
•To one-block commuters - a waste of parking spaces.

those of our staff.

•To reading eight books in one semester for just one class.

Have a nice day.

UPCOMING

■llpeomini Events" in s service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web pafe. The caldendar of events on the web
p«(e has a more complete listing of events and can be accessed through ~www.bgsu.edu".

VllXTSfc

Tuesday, 9/22/98
Excel 97 - Introduction
(9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Arrowhead Park. Learn the
basics of this widely used
spreadsheet program. Fee. For
more information or to register,
call Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
Bowling Green Student Education Association Senior
Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in December,
May or August must attend to be

included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 800/9691338 to schedule your sitting.
Portraits are taken from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Ticket sale* for Falcon
Search (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education Building steps.
Sponsored by Panhel, 1FC and
the Office of Student Activities.
Careers In real estate
appraising (6 - 9 p.m.)
2 College Park. Investigate
what is involved in a real estate
appraising career. Fee. For more
information or to register, call

Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
Clarifying Tour Values
(6 - 8 p.m.)
Wood County District Public
Library. Leam to identify your
values — which is significant in
choosing a career. This course is
for people considering going
back to school. Free. For more
information or to register, calContinuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
Explore Future Career

lODAY'S
TODAY

9

Opportunities (6 - 8 p.m.)
Wood County District Public
Library. Learn the types of training and education the careers of
the 21st century demand. Free.
For more information or to register, call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs at 419/372-8181.
Oil Painting - Basics
(6:30 - 9:30 p.m.)
129 Fine Arts. Leam the theory, language and techniques
behind oil painting. Class meets
through Oct. 27. Fee. For more
information or to register, call
Continuing Education, Interna-

tional & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
Discover Europe Information
meeting (9 p.m.)
1000 Business Admin. Bldg.
Annex. Six-week summer study
in France and Belgium. Earn six
BGSU credits. Classes taught in
English. All majors welcome.
Financial aid available.
First Meeting of Psi Chi and
UFA (9 p.m.)
322 Conklin Hall. Open to all
psychology majors and minors,
Psi Chi and UPA (Undergraduate Psychology Association)

meet to discuss relevant topics in
psychology. The meetings cover
such topics as psychology classes, graduate school, GRE and
much, much more! Come check
us out!

Wednesday, 9/23/98
E-mail Protocol (8 - 10 a.m.)

2 College Park. Leam the
advantages and disadvantages
of using e-mail in the workplace.
Fee. For more information or to
register, call Continuing Education, International & Summer
Programs at 419/372-8181.

WKIISITE OF YHE WAY
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Partly Cloudy
HIGH: 65
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•To people who work in food services.
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TV GUIDE SECTION
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 22,1998
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News I

CBSNaoi

Whael-Fortune

Jeopardy! I

JAG Gypsy Eyes' X

Movie: "Prma/Fai,--|l996) A holshol attorney defends an atarboy accused ol murder X

NewsX

ABC Wld News

Ent. Tonight

Hollywood So,

Home Improve.

Spin City .1

Mewsl

NBC Nets

Grace Under

Frailer 1

Mat) About You Encore! Encore! Just Shoot Me

Connsct-Enj.

BuainaaaRpt.

Huohleys PM

NewsX

SpcrtsN-oht «

Set With Cindy Crawford X

News'.

Nightline X

Working I

Maine (In Stereo) X

NmX

Tonight Show

Nawihour With Jan Lenrer X

Nova |R| (In Stereo) I

Frontline The Farmer's Wile* (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 3) X

Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X

reswehour with • talshrerX

Arthur 11

Wishbone I

Nova (R) (M Stereo) X

Frontline The Farmer's Wee" (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 31X

Monty Python

Chariie Rose X

Ho».b-*.ovs [Mad Abo* You

SainWdX

FrlandaX

KingoltheHM [CoeteloX

Guinness World Records

Simpsons 1

Jerry Springer

;5 00) World TrsssucM

jNews »

1 Newsradio X

Eatate Jewelry

Estate Jewelry (Left n Progress)

I j^^jjl^^jj^li^jj^pij^^^j^^^^jljl^H^^jl^L^nj^gBigiiHtiJ News

FriendsT

jFrasierX

Daily Show

ISIein's Money

General Info Meeting
All Residents Welcome
Executive Board positions available

CABLE STATIONS
AHC Movie: *• "Ensign Purver"(t9W) Robert WakerJt
COM Pulp Comic. V jMake Ms Laugh My Snow (R)
DISC

Wings Dmuptng enemy radar (R)

ENC

[4:05| Movie:

ESPN Up Close
FAM Sutragsous!

Movie: "Superman IT^XO) Three cnmmals Irom Krypton lake over the United States.
Stein't Money

Gimme Shelter (F

Behind the Planet ol the Apae (R)

Movie: ••« "The Gods Must 8e Crair"(1981. Comedy) ManusWeyers Vive Variety
Wad Discovery Golden Rarer

INew Detectives: Case Studies

Pulp Comics V

Egypt Uncover* (R)

Justin Files "A* ei the Fanny* (R)

Movie: tt'i "lifeguard* (1976. Drama) Sam Elan

Movie: •• 'Trie Naked Runner" 11967. Drama) Frank Sciatra

Movk:..')*rheManWACrwr*»dShoe"(1965)

Sport acantsr

Up Close

Superbouts Hagier vs. Leonard

Btaiarda Cnalenga of Champions

Basebell Tonight

Show-Funny

Oh No'Mr. Bill |Ue. Camera

Movie: *CeW«OTF«m.y-(l967. Drama)StephanieZjrnbahsl

1 Can't Believe

|Sno»Funny

HBO

(5 45)Mo«a:««s "Al»aou»0/rhs»O»n"ll9l»)Qaana0a«. 1>G

Movie:

HIST

*Uer (R| (Part 2 ol 5)

20th Cantury (R|

Captives! (R)

MTV

(5 X) Jama Countdown

Fanatic (R)

SC

UnlWord

FootbeaWUy

| Sports News

SCIFI Quantum Laap {In Sterso) X
TLC

BanoMDttii

jRtnovation

TNT

Babylon 5 (In Stereo) I

TOON Batman: Sanaa [Batman: Sanaa

|Baavia-Butt.

The Devit s Aixocite (1997) An attorney gees to work at a law l/m run By Satan

Eye Spy Video

|SayWhet?

Perversions

700 Club

Modern Marvels -Sever Mnes" |R) Civil War Journal (R)
Re*) World X

FOX Sports New*

FOX Sports News

Sightings (R) I Star Tret-The Garnw Sevan" X

See-quest 2032 (In Stereo) X

VR.5 "Escape" (In Stereo) X

Src*raoga(R)I|StafTrekI

Horn. Again (R| Home Again |R| Trauma: Lile in the ERfR)

Earth Story "Evolution"

Earth Story "Beyond Blue'

Trauma: Ule in the ER(R)

IBIorhythm

Fanatic (R)

|Lmre«ne(R)

ER Luc* of iru Draw' (In SHmo)

■Muhammada* The Whole Story'

Boxing Eduardo Morales vs. "Sugar1 Shane Mosley (In Stereo Live) X

■Muhammad At. The rVhokt Son/"

Freaka-oid!

Cow A Chicken jAnimaniacs

BugstDafty

Deiter's Lab

IDaitar'a Lab

ITom and Jerry

[FUrtstonee I

IScooby Doo

USA

Hercules: lagandary Jmys

lena: Warrior Pnncaaa (In Stereo) Walker. Teui Ranger "Lucas* X

Movie: ••• 'Sea onove"(1989) Adetective becomes xvolved with a murder suspect. I

VM1

Woman First (R) IMy Generation

Sai Appeal

RockolAges

|Pop-Up Video

Am. Bandstand [Am. Bandstand

j Vinyl Justice

| Behind the Music Men S Dean*

Room 112 BA

Reel Sex 21 (R) (In Stereo) I

Great Empires: Emperors
Total Request lire (R) (In Stem)

Hardcore Football

9:00pm

Soortecenter I

Com'Deep (R|

Browne Count.

Wednesday, September 123

1 *6VxM Nerghcor"

For more info call 372.8165
or
Cliff® 372.1374

Cow 4 Chicken
NY Undercover

| Behind the Musk 'Tony Ortanoo

i .
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orld & N ation
Eye on Georges pounds Puerto
Caribbean Islands
news Rico,
□ High winds, heavy
piled from staff and wire reports

■ CLINTON
Clinton denounces terrorism

surf mark Puerto
Rico's strongest hurricane in decades.
The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Keeping his public focus on international events. President Clinton renewed a global call to arms against
terrorism Monday and attacked the idea that it is mainly an American
problem of American making.
"This is a threat to all humankind," Clinton said in a 21-minute
speech to the opening of the 53rd session of the United Nations General Assembly. The hundreds of delegates gave Clinton a rare standing ovation as he was introduced in the cavernous hall at U.N. headquarters.
White House aides were quick to tell reporters that Clinton was
moved by the warm greeting, which offered a measure of support for
a beleaguered president whose videotaped grand jury testimony in
the Monica Lewinsky matter was playing on TV even as he spoke.
"It reflects the love and respect that the international community
feels for you," Clinton's national security adviser, Sandy Berger, quoted Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif as telling the president
afterward.
Stressing that the United States is carrying its load in the anti-terrorism battle, Clinton said he would submit a request to Congress this
week for emergency funding to repair damage to the U.S. embassies
in Kenya and Tanzania that were bombed last month and to beef up
embassy security worldwide. Aides later said he would ask Congress
for $1.8 billion.

LUNG DISEASE I
Jackson says black lung disease deserves
attention

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — A
menacing Hurricane Georges cut
a swath through the northeast
Caribbean on Monday, packing
110 mph winds and churning up
20-foot seas. Thousands took
shelter in Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands as the storm
approached.
The hurricane toppled power
lines, mangled trees and blew
away roofs in St. Kitts, Antigua
and other islands earlier Monday.
No serious injuries were
reported by afternoon, but officials said they feared Georges
would strike dense areas.
"This hurricane has the characteristic of being the strongest
that we have confronted in Puerto Rico in decades," warned Gov.
Pedro Rossello. "Our people
have very difficult days to
come."
At 3 p.m. EDT, Georges' center
was estimated near latitude 17.9
north and longitude 65.2 west,
passing St. Croix, one of the U.S.

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The United States is so focused on lung
disease from cigarettes that Americans have forgotten about black
lung disease, the Rev. Jesse Jackson said Monday during a visit to
coal- and tobacco-rich Kentucky.
Hundreds of miners die each year from black lung, an irreversible
disease that chokes miners' lungs with scars and mucus.
"The Titanic sinks in these hills every year and we deserve some
attention," Jackson told a crowd at United Mine Workers local headquarters.
Jackson is touring Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Kentucky by bus to publicize the needs of struggling Appalachia residents. He is calling for adequate health care, better education, better
housing and more job opportunities.
Other stops Monday were to include Grethel, Whitesburg and
Booneville, Ky. The tour stopped in the three other states on Sunday.
Jackson, national labor leaders, farm activist and country music
star Willie Nelson and the Rev. Jerry Falwell plan to return to Nelsonville, Ohio, for a rally Sept. 27 and discussion Sept. 28 on ways to
improve the region's economy.

BGSV,

Virgin Islands, where all power
was knocked out.
Moving west-northwest at 16
mph, the storm packed hurricane-force winds up to 85 miles
from the eye, mostly to the northeast.
The U.S. National Hurricane
Center warned that Georges'
winds — while diminished from
the 150 mph recorded Sunday —
remained "extremely dangerous."
Advance teams from the U.S.
Federal Emergency Management
Agency, the FBI and the American Red Cross arrived in the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico. Both
territories declared states of
emergency and called up National Guard troops.
The first strong winds were
felt around 3 p.m. EDT in the San
Juan area, where almost half of
Puerto Rico's 3.8 million people
live.
Rossello banned liquor sales
and ordered more than 330 shelters opened. Banks and schools
closed, airlines canceled flights to
and from the U.S. mainland and
ferry service was suspended.
People were ordered off the
beaches.
More than 9,700 people left
their homes for shelters in San
Juan, Arecibo, Mayaguez and
other cities.

Associated Press photo

Dominicans stock up on basic food items, water and candles
in preparation for Hurricane Georges, Monday. The 110-mph
storm cut through the northeast Caribbean Islands.

Ohioans taking out more trash than ever
□ As a result of the
growing economy,
garbage is increasing
The Associated Press
Despite an increase in recycling, Ohioans are generating as
much garbage as ever, probably
because the booming economy is
enabling them to buy more stuff,
officials said Monday.
"That's part of the downside

Bowling Green State University
Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee
Presents

Issues in Cultural Diversity 1998-99
"All in the Name of Religion: Diversity and Discord"
Wednesday, October 28, 1998
What Is It Like to be a Member of a Religious Minority in America?
This program presents several members of religious minorities relating
their personal past and current experiences. A brief personal overview of the
religious doctrines, philosophy, and practices will be given, as well as how
they are impacted by diversity and discord.
Wednesday, January 20, 1999

Martin L. King Jr. Tribute Program
The Black Church in America: Civil Rights and Religion
Beginning with overviews to their African religious roots and ending with
the current impact of the Civil Rights Movement on the Black Church,
panel members will discuss how African Americans respond to
religious diversity and discord.

Wednesday, March 3, 1999
Collisions Within Religion: Conservatives, Mainstream and Liberals
Invited Guest Speaker
Dr. Susan E. Henking, Associate Professor of Religious Studies and Acting
Dean of the Faculty of Hobart & William Smith Colleges, Geneva, New York
From the perspective of the sociology of religion, Professor Henking will
discuss approaches to understanding the conflict within and between faiths.

All programs will be held on Wednesday mornings
10:00 a.m. - Noon
in the Jerome Library Pallister Conference Room
Also Coming This Spring:
Wednesday, March 31, 1999
Undergraduate Art Contest Awards Reception
3:00-5:00pm. Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room

of a healthy economy," said
Sharon Hendrickson, of the Ohio
Environmental Council.
According to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency,
19.7 million tons of solid waste
were disposed of in Ohio in 1997.
While that matches the amount
disposed of in 19%, it is up from
only 10 million tons in 1984.
"The generation of waste has
increased in Ohio," said Paul
Baldridge, deputy chief of the
Ohio Department of Natural

Resources' recycling division.
"The economy is one reason.
With a good, strong economy,
you're going to see people buying more products."
Robin Smith, environmental
specialist for Ohio EPA, said
unnecessary packaging may be
partly to blame.
"When I go to the store, I see
things that are packaged that are
totally uncalled for," said Smith,
mentioning hide dog chews as
an example.

Recycling is not mandatory in
Ohio, but communities around
the state encourage it. About 34
percent of the waste generated in
1996 was recycled, up from 32
percent in 1995 and 26 percent in
1990.
The national recycling rate for
19% was 28 percent, according
to a survey by BioCycle magazine. Minnesota had the highest
recycling rate, at 46 percent.
Wyoming was lowest, at 4 percent.

Read The BG News everyday!
C-)
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Why Join A Fraternity?
Fraternity men represent about 2% of the male population of America. What is
happening to that 2"X?Thcy are leading this nation! Approximately 80% of the
executives of the 500 largest corporations in America are fraternity men.
I^More
A
M"rp than three-fourths of the U.S-T
~^
Senators are fraternity men as are
Mnajority of the men listed in Who's wWv
n—rn America. Of the 17 U.S. Presidents who—"1
had a chance to join a college fraternity.
13 took advantage of the opportunity. So
many college presidents have been
fraternity members that the total would
run into the thousands. A fraternity
provides a unique combination - it's a
family, it's a social organization, it's a
business, it's a home away from home and
it's an organization in which students can
develop confidence as they acquire
competence. The opportunities for
leadership are unlimited. The important
thing is that these principles of leadership
are learned through experience. This
experience teaches fraternity men that
success is not automatic - that knowledge
and performaee are what count most.

"JFs

tj

I F C

Fraternity Recruitment Sept. 25 & 26 • Any questions call 372-2846
\ H I \ \ / II w [ K A M N~ 5 O TT PI T"Y <F~X 'I' Z
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University appoints Latta interim Vice President
Q Former director of St.
Charles Hospital handles
University fundraising.
By BRANDI BARHITE

The BG News
University alumna, BG News veteran
land Bowling Green resident, Marcia
'Sloan Latta has recently been named
University interim vice president and
director of development.
"I love it here. I went here; I had a
great experience here," Latta said.
In her new position, Latta will be
'.Responsible for providing leadership
>uid direction to the University's fundraising efforts, including the areas of
major gifts, stewardship and annual,
corporate and planned giving. She is in

charge of the University's overall fundraising efforts.
"Marcia shows you
what a good Bowling
Green education can
do for you," said Scott
Seelinger, director of
corporate giving.
He said she has a
dynamic personality Sloan Latta
and that she attacks challenging projects
enthusiastically. Seelinger said he is glad
Latta is back and glad to be working
with her.
Latta said she is in charge of fundraising for the entire University. She said the
primary donators are University graduates and area foundations. She said
there are a lot of graduates regionally
based and several foundations that exist
solely to donate to causes they deem

HERITAGE
Continued from page one.
ing up their minds on the project.
"Those business owners who
are opposed might not have seen
a community where it has
worked," she said. "There may
be a question and answer or
seminar session later on."
The project will affect North
Main from Ridge Street to Ordway and from Church Street to
Prospect. It will also revamp a
section of Wooster Street.
Fawcett highlighted the element of choice in the project.
"This is a capital improvement project," he said. "The
property owners will tax themselves — if 60 percent of the
property owners vote in favor of
extra taxes, that money is used to
improve the area."
Stmisha and other business
.owners, however, noted that
many business owners do not
own the property that their businesses are located on.
John Kleaver, owner ot
Weaver's Jewelers, is one of the
owners who does own his business property. Kleaver also
expressed opposition to Sie Heritage 2000 plan.
"The new look would be a
very expensive environment for
the town and tiie businesses," he

worthy.
Latta said there are 125,000 University graduates throughout the world and
70,000 in Ohio. She said much of their
work is done in Cleveland, Columbus,
Toledo, and Cincinnati. They also do
some work in Dallas, Atlanta, and Florida.
"We have an annual fund-giving
drive in which we telephone, send
direct mail and meet one-on-one with
potential givers," Latta said.
She said if the University has an
opportunity to meet one-on-one with a
potential giver they are more likely to
give.
"If they had a good experience and if
they are financially able to give they will
donate," Latta said. "If they feel Bowling Green made a difference in their life
and made them successful then they
will give."

In the 200 block of S Grove St, a woman
* ^reported someone had broken into her vehicle
and some items were missing, Sunday
In the 600 block of S Main St.. a woman
was involved in domestic violence al her residence, Sunday
In the 400 block of S Enterprise, an ambulance was requested for a woman who was

Latta earned two degrees from the
University, is a certified fund-raising
executive and a member of the National
Society of Fund Raising Executives and
the National Council on Planned Giving.
She also was the founding president
of the Bowling Green Community Foundation and is a volunteer host for
WBGU-TV, Bowling Green's public
broadcasting station, during membership drives.
For the past five months she has been
the director of major gifts in the Office of
Development. She replaced J. Douglas
Smith, who was promoted to interim
vice president for University advancement earlier this month.
"It is exciting to be working in higher /
education, to be on a college campus'
and to exchange ideas," Latta said. "It ian exhilarating place to be."

UAO
said.
Kleaver agreed with other
business owners who were in
favor of improving downtown,
but thinks that the project is not
the way to do it.
"I'm not opposed to fixing up
the businesses, but I think the
money could be more wisely
spent on another project, such as
the water supply," he said.
Stmisha was upset with the
way the project has been handled.
"I feel like it's being done quietly and being steamrolled
through," he said. "I think it's'
giving away $2,500 ao'in 10 years
we can do,it again."
According to Dick Gordley,
president of First Federal Bank
'and chairman of the Heritage
2000 committee, the necessary
petitions for tax money have
been filed and will be considered
by the City Council sometime in
the near future.
Groundbreaking for the project is planned for next summer.

Continued from page one.
vice president of UAO, there
have been changes made with
the 17 original committees and
their duties.
The biggest change with
adding committees this year is
the addition of the concert committee. This committee is in
charge of organizing minor concerts for entertainment and special events, explained Allen.
"UAO is always bringing in
new changes and ideas," Allen
said.
Past president of UAO (19681969) and current dean of students Gregg De Crane agrees
changes have been made. ftaCk
when-be was president, UAO
was the abbreviation for "Union
Activities Organization." The
reason it was called "Union
Activities Organization"
is
because a lot of the events took
place in the Union, but as the
student population grew, the
events had to be moved to a bigger area.
According to De Crane, UAO
was very similar to the way it is
now, especially with the committees, only there was more
emphasis on debates and lectures.
Since UAO is a student orga-

BO News Photo/JASON SUGGS
k&o members discuss plans (or the 1998-1999 academic year.
nization, there is more emphasis
on what students want in terms
of programs and events. UAO
would like to see a more diverse
group of students involved such
as African-American and Latino
students.
Another area where UAO is
working harder is in the Bowling
Green community.
"We want them (employers)
to be aware of events on campus.
We want to get employers
involved," Allen said.
Jen Gans, public relation..
coordinator for UAO, said she
has heard positive remarks from

POLICE BLOTTER
In the 800 block of E Gypsy Ln, ■ resident
" had several barking dogs m his back yard
whK h were awaking the neighbors. Sunday.

She said the majority of their funding-raising dollars go to departments,
Ribeau's top priorities and scholarships.
They also will be working toward raising funds for the new Union, the President's Leadership Academy (PLA) and
the Firelands college addition
"I enjoy working with people to help
further their education. I enjoyed my
experience here and I believe I received
an excellent education," Latta said.
She was a recipient of
several scholarships and wants scholarships to be available for other students.
Latta has worked at the University
for more than 12 years. She joined the
staff in 1985 as the assistant director of
alumni affairs. She was serving as the
director of planned giving by 1995,
when she left the University to become
the director of development at St.
Charles Mercy Hospital.

cold and unresponsive, Sunday
On N Main St. and E. Wooster St., a
woman lost her purse, Sunday
In the 700 block of Manvdle St. a man was
advised to rum his car stereo down while he
was washing his car, Sunday.
In the 1000 block of S Main St, Bryan Riegger was cited for expired registration and not
wearing a seatbelt, Sunday.
In the 300 block of E. Ever* St., a woman

Gifts Galore!

On the comer of Seventh and Manville St.,
an intoxicated man was yelling at the strikers,
Sunday
On E Court and N Main St, Joshua W
Upton, a Portage man, was died for failure of
assured clear distance. Sunday
In the 100 block of W Wooster St, AamnC
tibnght was cited for not having motorcycle
safety equipment. Sunday.

sotitiang without a permit, Sunday
In the 600 block of E Wooster St., a man
reported someone stole 98 CDs from his residence, Sunday.
A boy's bicycle was taken, in the 1500 block
of Clough St, Sunday
In the 300 block of N. Enterprise St., a
woman reported her fence had been vandalized, Sunday.
In the 1000 block of S Main St. a vender
was going door to door selling bonsai plants.

1

On E. Wooster St and the railroad tracks,
Nicholas P Chnstoforos was cited for a loud
car stereo, Sunday
In the 200 block of N Main St, two intoxicated men were fighting, Sunday
On Napoleon and S. Main St., a man couldinjuries, but it may have been due to a car accident, Sunday

Pirect

only $15 per month

Mention this ad and get one month free.
www.BGHost.com

Q<? youtrave the desire tkj^erve others, a sense of
adventqre~and an interest in doing important work
that cookf challenge you as never before? If so, Peace
I hivCorp>sep/ice can oWefyou a world of opportunity.

^|A££**UIAJLGen's Halmark
840 S. Main 10am - 9pm Mon - Sat
12 Noon - 5pm Sun

In the 400 block of S. Church St., a suspicious man was seen, Monday.

Paul Miller
Joe Fredricks
Kerry Kemp
Joe Boroi
Matt Kresge
Dave Callender

Back to School Special:

DIFFERENCE?

wilh Student fD

next to hers. Monday.

Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity would like to
congratulate our new associate members:

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

You WlLUNG To Go

10%Dlaoount

In the 200 block of E Poe St., a woman
reported hearing loud music in the apartment

tlj,JWl,s.i!tlls,ifis.nil,s.iw„s.i.v„s.i«„t,i«„s.iiii,s.i»,a,ff<ifmn] ESZ]

354-HOST

Bvay Wadncad*)'

In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave , a vehicle

was vandalized, Sunday

n't remember how he received numerous

Shoebox makes gift giving easy.

Shoebox greeting cards and gifts are sure to tickle your
fancy. You'll find humorous T-shirts, dry erase boards and
more Al! your favorite Shoebox characters are here!

Students should get involved
because UAO participation is
part of their education, DeCrane
said.
He believes UAO provides the
opportunity for students to
improve their skills related to
putting on programs and committees. Simply put, UAO will
affect the students' future, he
said.
"UAO is a place to start meeting other people and be involved
with things you like," said De
Crane. "A student can manifest
through UAO."

Today's city police blotter includes items from Sunday and Monday.

reported her vehicle had been vandalized, Sunday.

READ THE BG NEWS
EVERYDAY

the Bowling Green community
about UAO's entertainment and
the University in general.
By attending a retreat the
weekend of Sept. 11-13, UAO
members had the opportunity to
work on communication skills
and assertiveness to improve
interactions with the students
and the Bowling Green community.
Lisa Herod, assistant director
of Student Activities, said an
important goal for UAO this
year is to pick a more diversified
group of performing artists on
campus.

rHjjj SO countries wotldwTde, more than 2,500
Vaisignments are available in business, education,
a^WultUre.jjublicha^fth, and environmental
corrser^tfon. Bejiefits include skills and training for
your future, a living allowance and health care,
deferral on qualifying student loans, international
experience, and memories for a lifetime.

(800)424-8580
WWW.PEACECORPS.COM
77>e Peace Corps does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex,
religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual
orientation, or political affiliation.

Kirk Mueller
Larry Panik
Joe Baker
Dave Cromer
Jeff Cerullo
John Sobotowski
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Alternative Clothing
Beaded/Hemp jewelry
Clove Cigarettes
Incense
Unique Candles
Class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200* Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool Gtoi/es and Slippers

445 L Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176
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token from President Clinton's grand jury testimony via video. The four hour deposition was released to the public Monday.

Release of grand jury testimony sparks more talks of presidential impeachment
□ The four-hour deposition
shows the president getting
angry at prtfSectUOTS and.expressing bitterness.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Congress laid
before a wary nation today the raw
footage of President Clinton's grand
jury testimony and 3,183 pages of evidence chronicling his relationship with
Monica Lewinsky in explicit detail. "It's
an embarrassing and personally painful
thing," Clinton told the grand jurors.
The videotape of Clinton's testimony
began playing unedited on television
sets across America shortly before 9:30
a.m. EDT. White House press secretary
Mike McCurry blamed its release on
"rank partisanship" and dismissed most
of the new material as irrelevant.
The tape portrayed Clinton as sometimes angry at prosecutors' questions
and other times expressing bitterness at
how the Paula Jones lawsuit precipitated Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr's criminal investigation of the
Lewinsky matter.
"I deplored what they were doing,"
Clinton said of the Jones lawsuit. Jab-

bing his hand at prosecutors for emphasis, he
insisted that in his January testimony in the Jones
case, he was "determined
to walk through the
minefield of this deposition without violating the
law, and I believe I did."
"I deplored the innocent people they were
tormenting and traumatizing. I deplored their
illegal leaking," Clinton ^^^^^^^
said.
The two-volume set of evidence
made public today includes Ms. Lewinsky's own account to prosecutors and
the grand jury, in which she calls the
president her "sexual soulmate" and
testifies about her frustration that the
president hadn't taken their sexual
activity further.
• "Maybe that was his way of being
able to feel OK about it, his way of being
able to justify it or rationalize it," she
testified.
Away from the spectacle, the president was at the United Nations in New
York. His speech on combating terrorism got a standing ovation — "the
warmest and most enthusiastic recep-

the president's conduct
does not rise to the level
of an impeachable offense
should now be clear to
everyone."
With the House not in
session, few lawmakers
were on hand at the Capitol.
Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, DS.D., said it was "unfortuBill Clinton nate" that Republicans
insisted on releasing the
United Stales President
tape over Democrats'
objections. As for its
tion" he has received in six UN. speech- impact, he said, "how damaging is not
es, said White House spokesman Joe something anybody can assess right
Lockhart. He said Clinton didn't watch now."
the video.
Rep. John Conyers Jr., ranking DemoHillary Rodham Clinton, appearing crat on the House Judiciary Committee,
at a New York University forum, made decried the release of "irrelevant, unnecno mention of the Lewinsky matter in essary disclosure of salacious and lurid
her opening remarks.
details" meant to embarrass the presiMcCurry said the videotape shows dent.
"repeated efforts by Mr. Starr and his
But Republican members of the comprosecutors to browbeat and badger" mittee said the videotape revealed ClinClinton into discussing intimate details ton's legal maneuvering. Committing
of his relationship.
perjury before the grand jury would be
The materials released today provide grounds for impeachment, said Rep.
one side of the story: the evidence that Charles Canady, R-Fla. The president
Starr said supports his case for 11 possi- "understands the obligation to tell the
ble impeachable offenses against the truth and the whole truth," Canady
president. McCurry's response: "That

''Again I say, sir, just from the tone of your
voice and the way you're asking questions
here, it's obiiious this is the most important
thing in the world, and that everybody
was focused on all the details at the time.
But that's not the way it worked I was, I
was doing my best to remember."
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[Take A Break From School
September Special
* It's Pizza, Pins n' Pop Time
* Great Group Values at Varsity Lanes
* Look How Much Fun You and Your
Friends Can Have For Only $20.00
•
•

Call in 372-2826'

2 tirs of Bowling
1 Large Pizza
1 Pitcher of Soda
Up to 5 people per lane
Free Shoes a Ball Rents

SS4

This week's topic:
Student Employment
1033 S. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 419-352-5247

said. "And we'll have to make a judgment about whether he has done that."
Ms. Lewinsky's testimony contradicted the president's on several key
aspects. She insisted he did touch her
body during their sexual encounters
and that they were alone at times in the
Oval Office. She dates their first sexual
encounter to November 1995 while she
was still an intern; he said the contacts
began in January 1996 after she had a
paid White House job.
At the request of one grand juror, Ms.
Lewinsky recounted her conversations
with Clinton about concealing or denying their sexual relationship, discussions that prosecutors allege amounted
to obstruction of justice.
"I told him I could always — I would
always deny it. I would always protect
him," Mb. Lewinsky said. She was then
asked by * juror to recount what the
president sW).
"I'm seeing him smile and I'm hearing him saying 'that's good,' or — something affirmative. You know. Not — not
— 'don't deny it.\
Clinton said he -."absolutely never
asked her to lie." AncPWj said there was
nothing improper in the* '.onversations
• See CLINTON, page nir«.

POLL:
Do you think President Clinton should be impeached?
Why or why not?

LET US KNOW!
E-mail us with your answers!

bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu

ATTENTION
SENIORS
SENIOR PORTRAITS ARE NOW
BEING TAKEN

Call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule your sitting
Portraits ore taken in The KEY yearbook office in
28 West Hall (Basement) The $6 sitting fee can
be charged through the bursar and sittings
only take about 15 minutes.
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Sports ft

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602
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Netters drop to 6-6
□ The Bowling Green
"We did a good job of siding out. We just
volleyball team sufcouldn't put points on the board. The stats
fered three losses over showed that we should have won the
the weekend at the
matches."
Days Inn/James Madison University VolleyLori Kemerer
women's volleyball junior middle hitler
ball Classic.
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
The Bowling Green volleyball
team, coming off of a strong win
over Oakland on Tuesday, went
to Virginia with hopes of a successful weekend.
The Falcons were not as fortunate at the Days Inn/James
Madison University Volleyball
Classic as they might have
hoped. BG fell to 6-6, heading
into Mid-American Conference
play Wednesday.
BO New* Pboto/JASON SUGGS

Junior setter Heather Greig connects on a volley.

"A record of 6-6 reflects our
inconsistancy," said head coach

Denise Van De Walle. "Sometimes we do things exceptionally
well, (while) there are other
times we don't. I think we're better than that."
BG started the tournament
with a match against Maryland
Baltimore-County. After the Falcons took the first two games,
the retrievers rallied to win the
match, 15-5, 15-12, 11-15, 8-15,
12-15.
Heather Murphy continued to
play strong despite the loss. She
had a career-high 26 kills for a
.451 hitting percentage. Lori
Kemerer, Kris Pesorda and
Melissa Lewis also had double
digits in kills.

Kemerer led the way defensively. She had two solo blocks
and three block assists. She tallied 21 defensive digs, a category
which she has had trouble with
in the past.
The Falcons began action Saturday with a match against St.
John's. Defensively, BG protected the floor well.
Five different players had
digs in the double digits. Murphy again led the team with 26
kills. She was joined in this
department by Melissa Lewis,
who had 24. Lori Kemerer added
21 kills.
The Falcons lost despite post-

ing % kills. The Red Storm won
in four games, 18-16,15-10, 9-15,
15-8.
"We did a good job of siding
out," Kemerer said. "We just
couldn't put points on the board.
The stats showed that we should
have won the matches. We made
unforced errors at crucial
points."
BG's final match was against
the host school, James Madison.
The Dukes beat the Falcons in
three straight sets.
As a team, BG had only 36
total kills. In contrast, the Falcons had 69 against UMBC and
% vs. St. John's. Kemerer was
the only Falcon to reach double
digits with 14 kills.
Kemerer was the lone BG
player to be given all-tournament honors.
The Falcons travel to Toledo
Wednesday for the MAC opener.
BG defeated the Rockets in four
games in a non-conference season opener.

Falcons open season with wins

□ The BGSU Invitational seemed more
like a warmup to the
Falcon women's tennis
team.
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team opened its season
last weekend with an impressive
performace.
The Falcons won two titles in
singles and two titles in doubles
during the BGSU Invitational
Saturday and Sunday at Keefe

Courts.
BG's Meghan Rhodes took top
honors in the first flight by
defeating
teammate
Erika
Wasilewski in a three set final.
The second flight also featured an all-Falcon final with
Abby Bratton edging Deidee
Bissinger in a very close match 64, 7-5.
"I feel it was a very good start
to the season," BG's Tracy
Howitt said. "We all improved
our play and togetherness as a
team. I credit that to being a year
older and having more experience."
BG freshman Devon Bissinger,
Deidee's sister, opened her Fal-

con career with a strong showing
finishing second in the fourth
flight.
Devon Bissinger was defeated by Toledo's Olga Fedotova in
the final. Fedotova transferred
from Eastern Michigan - last
year's MAC champion.
Coach Penny Dean was
impressed with Deidee's sister.
"It was a good start for
Devon," Dean said. "Her match
could have gone either way. The
girl she played against was really good."
In doubles, the Falcons placed
first or second in all three flights.
Wasilewski
and
Deidee
Bissinger took on Rhodes and

Bratton in the first flight final
with Wasilewski and Deidee
Bissinger reversing the singles
results and taking the top prize.
In the second flight, Howitt
and Devon Bissinger beat BG
captains Tiffany LaSusa and Beth
Wilson 9-7.
The third flight featured the
only final that didn't involve two
teams from the BG.
Falcons Erika Mix and Kelly
Dredge were beaten by Xavier's
sister team of Tracie and Laura
Fraunfelder 8-3.
Wailewski said it is a little different playing so many matches
against teammates. She said it's
hard to play against teammates.

but the matches are a little more
relaxed.
Dean felt that her team was
solid in its opening act. She said
most of the team wasn't rusty.
Dean doesn't coach at all
when her players are on opposite
sides of the net. She said it teaches them to think for themselves
and handle different situations
independently.
She knows that Howitt and
LaSusa are not on top of their
games yet but that is to be
expected. Each sat out all or
most of last season.
"BG players gave 100 percent
all the time," Dean said. "They
didn't stop running for a ball

until it bounced twice."
Dean was proud of her team's
effort in the heat since some of
the players from other teams
were affected by it.
"The heat was bothersome,"
Howitt said. "We've been doing
some long-distance running to
get in shape."
Team records are not kept for
the fall tournaments, but the Falcons are very happy with their
performance.
"I think we should be proud
of ourselves," Wasilewski said.
"Everybody played really well."
BG travels to East Lansing
next weekend to play in the
annual Michigan State Invitational.

'FloJo' dies at 38
from heart problem
Q 'FIoJo' set standards
for women's track —
in speed and performance.
•

The Associated Press

She was relentless, she never stopped.
Besides being beautiful she had a work
ethic barnone. The beauty of her was that
she never changed. She was the same
'FloJo' before and she was the same
'FloJo' after."

NEW YORK — Florence Griffith Joyner was one of a kind.
The fastest women's sprinter
in history, she also established
the standards for fashion in track me," she said, crying uncontroland field.
lably. "We shared so much
No one has matched the feats together. We shared lots of childshe set 10 years ago — world hood memories and career goals.
records in the 100- and 200-meter
We had similar values and relidashes, marks that still stand.
gious beliefs."
And no one has duplicated the
Griffith Joyner was the godflair she displayed — her flammother of Fanner Patrick's 4boyant, colorful, one-legged outfits, her elaborate, well-polished, year-old daughter, Sierra.
"I chose her because of her
6-inch fingernails.
strength
and her courage,"
Sprinter-hurdler Gail Devers
and 400-meter hurdler Sandra Fanner Patrick said. "I loved her
Farmer Patrick have tried to dearly."
So did many others, even
emulate the glamour of Griffith
Joyner, who died Monday of a though there were rumblings
heart-related problem at 38. Dev- during the 1988 Olympics that
ers has become noted for her Griffith Joyner was using perforextremely long fingernails and mance-enhancing drugs because
•Farmer Patrick for her stylish she appeared bulked up. Noth:attire, but neither star has ing ever was proven.
One special admirer was Pres:receivcd the acclaim nor captured the imagination of the ident Clinton.
"We were dazzled by her
flashy, provocative "FloJo."
Farmer Patrick was devastat- speed, humbled by her talent,
and captivated by her style,"
ed by Griffith Joyner's death.
"Florence was like a sister to Clinton said in a statement.

|

John Smith
sprinting coach

"Though she rose to the pinnacle
of the world of sports, she never
forgot where she came from,
devoting time and resources to
helping children — especially
those growing up in our most
devastated neighborhoods —
make the most of their own talents."
Griffith was co-chair of the
President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports.
"She was very good with
kids," said John Smith, one of the
premier sprint coaches in the
world. "Whenever she came to
see me, she brought a FloJo doll
for my daughter, Noel."
Smith also appreciated her
discipline and personality.
"She worked very hard," he
said. "She was relentless, she
never stopped. Besides being
beautiful, she had a work ethic
bar none. The beauty of her was
that she never changed. She was

Associated Pre** Photo
Florence Griffith Joyner, 'FloJo', as she was called by most, set the current world records in the
100-and-200 meter dashes. Joyner died yesterday due to a heart-related problem. Many don't
know that Joyner was also a children's book author, wrote poems, acted and designed clothes.
the same FloJo before and she wrote poems; she was a beauti- surprising all of us," said Evelyn
cian, an artist, a model and a Ashford, whose world record in
was the same FloJo after.
"We're going to miss her. She clothes designer; she performed the 100 Griffith Joyner broke. "In
made a great contribution to in movies and television; she did '88 ... she was the one we all had
track and field, like Wilma numerous commercial endorse- to beat."
Greg Foster, a three-time
Rudolph did before her and like ments; she made many speaking
engagements, and she designed world champion in the 110 hurMarion Jones is doing now."
While many young girls saw the uniforms for the Indiana Pac- dles who was once engaged to
FloJo, called her death "a shock."
Hojo as a role model, she never ers.
She did them all with style
"We lost one of the great track
felt that way.
and field athletes in history," he
"Kids tell me: 'FloJo, I want to and grace.
Just like she ran.
said. "She's going to be missed."
be just like you,'" she used to say.
And in 1988, she ran like no
Roger Kingdom, the 1984-88
"And I tell them, you have to be
yourself first, and strive to be one else, winning Olympic gold Olympic hurdles champion,
better than me and set your own medals in the 100, 200 and 400 remembered Griffith Joyner's
relay, and a silver in the 1,600 bubbling personality.
goals."
Griffith Joyner authored many relay.
"We were always joking
"I remember her from '88, just around, making little side bets,"
children's books, featuring the
character Barry Bam Bam; she taking the world by storm and he said.
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■COLLEGE
Wallace, Grace top
MAC players
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Toledo quarterback Chris Wallace
and Marshall linebacker John
Grace have been selected as the
players of the week in the MidAmerican Conference.
Wallace, a senior from Springfield, tied his own school record
with five touchdown passes in a
35-7 MAC victory over Western
Michigan. Wallace completed 17of-30 passes for 284 yards.
Grace, a junior from Okeechobee, Fla., had 11 tackles and
deflected three passes in a 24-21
victory over South Carolina. The
win was Marshall's first ever
over an SEC school.

I NFL

Steelers to fix offensive problems
PITTSBURGH (AP) — One
day after the worst offensive
meltdown in Bill Cowher's
seven seasons as coach, the Pittsburgh Steelers hurried Monday
to repair the damage. It wasn't
pretty.
Meetings that normally last
minutes on a day reserved mostly to treat injuries stretched into
hours. The offensive coaches
huddled to retool a system that
clearly isn't working, at least
with the current mix of players.
Ray Sherman, who had little
offense to coordinate during
Sunday's 21-0 loss in Miami,
dodged increasing criticism for
installing a modified West Coast
offense in a town accustomed to
Rust Belt football: two runs and a
pass.
Their only consolation after
three poorly played games in a
row — narrow victories over the
Ravens (1-2) and Bears (0-3) and
the Miami loss — is they are 2-1,
not 1-2 or 0-3.

STANDINGS

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL

American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Recalled OF Alea
Ramirez from Buffalo of the International
League. Purchased the contract of UfP Jason
Jacome from Buffalo. Recalled UfP Tom Martin
from his rehabilitation assignment at Buffalo
and activated him from the 15-day disabled bsl
DBTROrr TIGERS— Recalled C Rob FVk
and OF Gabr Kapler from Jacksonville of the
Southern Lragur
National League
SAN DIEGO PADRES-RecaDed C Ben
Davis from Mobile of the Southern League.
Assigned IF George Arias. RHP Stan Spencer.
OP Gary Matthews RHP Mike Rosslter to MaIcah of the Mexican Pacific League.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Released FB
Ron Jane*. Signed DL Lemanzer Williams from
practice squad.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS-Asslgned LW
Tony Mohagen. D Byron Bnske. C Marc
Choulnard. D Joel Kwlatkowakl. LW Eric
Lecompte. C Mall Loen. G Chris Mason. RW Igo
Nlkulln. D Lloyd Shaw and RW Tony Tuzzotlno
to Cincinnati of the AHL. Relumed RW Trent
Hunter to Pnnce George of the WHL, LW Jay
Legauk to London of the OHL and D Stephen
Peal to Red Deer of the WHL Released LW Jay
Hebert and C Shawn McNeil.
CAROLINA HURRICANES-Slgned D Nolan
Pratt to muklyear contract Assigned D Nlkos

TseBos and D Kevin Hoktrldge to Plymouth ol
the OHL. D Francis Lesaard to Val Dor ol the
QMJHL. RW Jeff Heerema to Sarnia of the
OHL. and C Josef Vaalcek to Saut Sle. Mane ol
the OHL
CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS-Stgned RW Enc
Daze to a mulllyear contract.
LOS ANGELES KINGS-Asalgned D Konrad
Brand to Medicine Hal of the WHL D Jeff
Katcher to Trl-Clty of the WHL. D Kip Brennan
to Sudbury of the OHL. C Justin Paplneau to
Belleville of the OHL. GAIexeyVolk.iv to HJIILL.
of the OMJIIL. D Malhleu Btron to the QMJIU..
D Joe RuDter to Rlmouskl Oceanic of the
OMJIIL RW Greg Philips and RW JuMrn Mar
tin and D Jan Nemecek to Long Beach of the
IHL
NEW JERSEY DEVILS-Re signed C Petr
Sykora to a murttyear contract.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS-Asslgned D Jesse
Black. RW Andy Durnham. LW Brett Gibson. G
Frederlk Bnn.1 Amour. G Jeff Leblanr. C Chris
Nielsen. C Janet! Smith to their Junior learns.
OTTAWA SENATORS-Re-slgned RW
Andreas DarkcH to a muhlyear contract.
TAMPA BAY UGHTNlNG-Senl G Zac
Blerk. C Martin Bradelte. G Derek Wilkinson. D
Karri Betlk. D Jason Robinson. FJoe CardarelU. F Xavler DeUsle. F Eduard Pershln. F Corey
Spring and F Chris Tlpler to Cleveland of the
IHL. Returned F Matt FJlch. F Brad Richards
and F Samuel SI. Pierre to their respective
Junior league learns.

No end yet for NBA lockout
NEW YORK (AP) — NBA
owners and players discussed
getting together for another bargaining session, but the idea was
dismissed when the sides couldn't agree on the ground rules.
Deputy commissioner Russ
Granik and players union president Billy Hunter both acknowledged Monday that talks aimed
at ending the lockout could have
resumed almost a week and a
half ago, though they differed on
why such a meeting never took
place.
Only one formal bargaining
session has been held this summer, and the league is expected
to begin canceling exhibition
games later this week.
"We invited players to come
back to the table, and they
declined," Granik said. "They
said as long as we would be talking about a hard cap or some system that set a defined percentage
of revenues to go toward player
salaries, they didn't see any
point of meeting."
Hunter said he proposed a
small meeting, with four repre-

sentatives from each side. But
when commissioner David Stern
asked that the meeting be held
when the eight members of the
owners labor committee were in
town. Hunter declined.
"I just don't think it's progressive or beneficial when there are
40 people in the room," said
Hunter, who nonetheless tried to
call Granik on Monday afternoon to discuss moving the
process forward.
Both sides are still waiting for
a decision from arbitrator John
Feerick, who will rule on the
players' grievance contending
that some 220 players with $800
million worth of guaranteed contracts should be paid during the
lockout.
Feerick's ruling is not expected until early October.
In the meantime, it appears
the impasse will keep training
camps from opening as scheduled Oct. 6.
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Denver at Washington. 1 01 p m
Green Bay at Carolina, 101pm.
lacksonvillc at Tennessee, 101 p m
Kansas City at Philadelphia, 101 pm
New Orleans at Indianapolis. 1:01 p m
Oakland at Dallas, 1 01 p.m
Seattle at Pittsburgh. 4 05 p m.
New York Giants at San Diego. 4 15 p m
Atlanta at San Francisco, 4 15pm
Minnesota at Chicago. 4.15 pm
Cincinnab at Baltimore, 8 20 p m
OPEN Buffalo, Miami, New England. New York lets
Monday, Sept. 28
Tampa Bay at Detroit, 8.20 pm
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x-cunched division title
Monday's Games
Philadelphia at Cincinnab, 7 05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, 1005 p m. Tuesday's Games
Atlanta (Millwood 16-8) at Florida (Medina 2-4), 705pm
Philadelphia (Loewer 6-81 a Cincinnab (Tomko 12-12), 705 pm
Montreal (Thurman 3-5) at NY Mets (Reynoso 7-1). 740 p m
Chicago Cubs (Mulholland S-5) at Milwaukee (Pulsipher 3-2). 8 05
Wednesdays Games
Atlanta at Florida. 705 pm
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, 7 05 p.m.
Montreal at N Y. Mets, 7.40 p m.
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee 8.05 pm
Arizona at Colorado, 805 p m.
Houston at St. Louis, 8:10 p m.
San Diego at Los Angeles, 1005 p m
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, 1005 pm.
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Monday's Games
Tampa Bay (Saunders 6-14 and Wade CM)) at Boston (Saberhagen 14-7
and Wasdln 6-4), 2, 5 p m
Baltimore (Enckson 15-12) al Toronto (Clemens 19-*), 7:05 pm
Cleveland (Nagy 14-10) at New York (Pettitte 16-10), 7 35 pm
Detroit (Powell 3-8) at Kansas City (Barber 2-3). 805 pm
Chicago White Sox (Abbott 3-0) al Minnesota (Tewksbury 711). 8:06
pm
Texas (SrorUemyre 4-4) at Anaheim (Sparks 9-3) 10O5 pm.
Oakland (Heredia 3-2) at Seattle (Fassero 12-12) 10O5 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at NY Yankees 105 p m.
Tampa Bay at Boston, 705 pm.
Baltimore at Toronto, 7 05 am.
Cleveland al N Y Yankees. 7 35 p m
Detroit at Kansas City. 8 05 pm
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota, 80S p.m
Texas at Anaheim, I0O5 pm
Oakland at Seattle. 1005 pm
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14
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Sammy Sosa's hitting slump continues despite his loyal fan following
Vte Associated Press
CHICAGO — Sammy Sosa's
locker overflows. There are hats,
boxes of congratulatory letters, a
replica of a Chicago expressway
billboard that features him
swinging, even a cereal box with
Roberto Clemente on the front.
A bodyguard follows him

everywhere, a public relations
man guides him from interview
to photo session to ball signing.
People shout his name with
every step he takes. Flashbulbs
snap every time he swings.
Sosa is still smiling through all
the distractions, even if they are
hurting his concentration.
Sosa is in an Ofor-17 slump.

Not only have his homers dried
up since he hit No. 63 in a grand
slam last Wednesday in San
Diego, he can't get any hits,
either, and he's struck out six
times during the skid.
The Cubs, meanwhile, have
fallen one game behind the Mets
for the NL wild-card berth. At a
time when the Cubs need Sosa

the most, he hopes to regroup
against his favorite pitching staff
— the Milwaukee Brewers.
The Cubs play two games in
Milwaukee before finishing with
three in Houston. Sosa has hit 10
of his homers against the Brewers this season, his most against
any team.
Earlier this month, he connect-

<I>A0 - On Wooster across from Founders

Receive an 8oz. bottle of accelerator for
$10.00 with your package purchase

OIK - Field between Saddlemire and Kriescher
ZOE - Behind Rodgers toward East Hall
AXO - Old Fraternity Row off of Wooster by Rodgers
AXA - Old Fraternity Row by Rodgers

came home and were swept in
three games by the Cincinnati
Reds.
The poor play spoiled a weekend of celebration for Sosa's season, capped by a Sunday ceremony featuring his family and
dignitaries from major league
baseball and his native Dominican Republic.

18 VISITS
$30.00

FRATERNITY RECRUITMENT

OKT - Behind Rodgers toward East Hall

ed for Nos. 59-62 against Milwaukee during a three-game
series.
"I will go out there to Milwaukee and Houston and forget
about everything here and try to
play a lot better. I think we will
have our chances," Sosa says.
After winning three of four
games in San Diego, the Cubs

"We Guarantee"

352-2812
434 E. Wooster

(HIGH ATOP MYLES DQ)

Better Skin Control • A Base in 6 visits
No spots or Sweat • Best Prices
Expxn Hi'.'in; 1

nKO - Old Fraternity Row near Rodgers and Jerome Library
AY- Old Fraternity Row across from the Jerome Library

#

AMERICA READS

"&

B0n - Old Fraternity Row near Conklin
FIJI - Old Fraternity Row near Conklin
ZBT - Old Fraternity Row off of Wooster on the Conklin side
0X - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
KL - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
ZAE - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
ATA - Field behind Conklin
IX - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Harshman Quad side

KA - In ATA house

The America Reads tutoring program
needs capable tutors to help young
children learn to read.
We pay $6 an hour.
You MUST be Federal Work Study Eligible!
Deadline for signing up is Monday, September 28.

Sept. 22 & 2ml 73opm - 930pm

r

Call 572-2331
^

i

i
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OSU shows strength
The Associated Press
Ohio State's victory over No.
|21 Missouri was decisive enough
Ito move the Buckeyes closer to a
■unanimous choice as the top colllege football team in the nation.
With the Buckeyes beating
[Missouri 35-14 on Saturday, it
■ received 64 first-place votes and
11,744 points from the 70 sportsIwriters and broadcasters on the
JAP panel. Last week, Ohio Stale
■had 57 first-place votes.
Buckeye coach John Cooper
|Saturday's contest as a good old
I rock 'em, sock 'em football game.
In other Big Ten action, it was
I Louisville 35, Illinois 9; Kentucky
31, Indiana 27; No. 8 Perm St. 20,
[Pittsburgh 13; Northwestern 23,
I Rice 14; No. 16 Arizona 35, Iowa
11; and Minnesota 41, Memphis

I 14.
Cooper gave much of the
I credit for Ohio State's victory to
the defense, which held the
Tigers' option attack to a measly
1211 yards. But the offense wasn't
| bad, either.
Michael Wiley ran for a careerbest 209 yards and two touchdowns, and Ohio State rolled up
531 yards. It's just that some of
the Buckeyes had a hard time
holding the football.
First-half fumbles by quarterback Joe Germaine and wide
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receiver David Boston set up
both Missouri touchdowns, but
Ohio State rebounded from a 1413 deficit to shut out the Tigers in
the second half.
"We were our own worst
enemy early in the ballgame,"
Cooper said. "We need to secure
the football. We'll work on that."
In Champaign, Chris Redman
completed 27 of 50 pass attempts
for 275 yards and a touchdown
in Louisville's win over Illinois.
The victory broke Louisville's
10-game losing streak. The last
time the Cardinals won was
Sept. 13, 1997. That victory also
came against Illinois. Both teams
are 1-2 for the season.
In Lexington, Ky., the Wildcats
came from 17 points down in the
third quarter to beat Indiana (11).
Linebacker John Rader's 45yard interception return of an illconsidered shovel pass by
Hoosiers quarterback Antwaan
Randle El gave Kentucky (3-0) its
first lead of the game at 31-27
early in the fourth quarter. The
defense sealed the win by stopping Indiana on two final possessions.
In Pittsburgh, Kevin Thompson hit Chafie Fields on a 60-yard
scoring pass in the third quarter
and No. 8 Penn State, played
unexpectedly tough by 25-point
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Criminal Justice Organization
Meeting: Wad. Sept 16 8:15pm 103 8A
GUMI SpeaK#c: Adult Pa/oW Authority
Everyone Welcome

Discover Europe Information Meeting
e Week Program In France a Belgium

Cleseee In Engtleh
Earn BGSU Credits
Registration & Financial Aid Into
Tues Sept. 22,1998 9:00pm BA 1000
For Into: Dr. Chlttie-chittle<3>bgnei
of Matt Ondre|ko-mondre@bgnet.

CLINTON
Continued from page five.

underdog Pittsburgh, was forced
to rely on its defense to win 20-13
Saturday.
Penn State (3-0) converted two
of Pittsburgh's three turnovers
into field goals and sacked Pitt's
Matt Lytle eight times — four by
LaVar Arrington — for 53 yards.
Arrington also made an interception.
In Houston, Northwestern
reached into its bag of tricks and
pulled out a victory over Rice.
The Wildcats (2-1) successfully used a fake punt, an onside
kick, a quick kick, unusual formations and a hurry-up offense
that caught the Owls (1-2) flatfooted and help propel Northwestern to a win.
Northwestern also showed up
with a defensive set the Owls did
not expect.
"I don't consider them trick
plays," Northwestern coach
Gary Bamett said. "We use special teams as offensive weapons,
not defensive weapons. You've
got to play aggressive. You can't
keep your homs in."
In Tucson, 16th-ranked Arizona relied on quarterbacks
Ortege Jenkins and Keith Smith
to pound Iowa.
Trung Canidate and Kelvin
Eafon each rushed for a pair of
touchdowns as Arizona (3-0)
won its home opener.

Final Dave
Senior Portra Its
End Soon
Cell Now!
Senior portraits win" soon be over. Don't be left
out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken m both your dress clothe s and a
cap and gown the studio provides. The sitting
will onry lake about 15 rmnuies and your memories will last forever. The low $6 lee can be
charged through the bursar. Portraits are taken
m 28 West HaH (basement). Please cal
1 600 969 1336 in advance to schedule a sitting.
'Portraits make great Chnstmas gifts'

WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR
Interested m finding out more about Women's
Health? Want FREE info? Over 20 Exhibits!
Women's Health Fair
Wednesday, Sept 23. ii 00 3 30 in front ol
Union-Beiherel

JUMP at this new offer" SKYDIVE B.G.. just
10 mm. from campus is now o'fenng a first
jump one day class during the week (M-W-F)
m addition to our regular weekend classes Call
for student special information. 352-5200.
V/MC accepted.

FREEBIESFREEBIESFREEBIESFREEBIES
Want to know more about birth control, STD's
and women's health? Then come see O. Tama/a Howeli, OB/GYN First 150 people get
FREE stuff. Wed. Sept. 23 7:30pm MAC COW
Room. Questions??? 372 WELL (93S5)
FREEBIESFREEBIESFREEBIESFREEBIES

about turning gifts that he had
given to Ms. Lewinsky over to
Oval Office secretary Betty Currie after they were subpoenaed.
The handoff of the gifts was cited
by prosecutors as evidence that
Clinton obstructed justice.
Ms. Lewinsky "may have
been worried about this gift
business but it didn't bother
me," Clinton testified.
The evidence included a table
chronicling Clinton and Ms.
Lewinsky's encounters, which
began in August 1995 with "eye
contact" and "flirtation" and led
to "physical intimacy" that
November. The table's last meeting is a Dec. 28, 1997, meeting in
which Ms. Lewinsky gave Clinton Christmas gifts that included
a sexually suggestive candy gag
gift.
Americans watching on TVs and
computers across the country saw
their president taking the oath
before a grand jury, wrestling with
difficult and graphic questions and
trying to fall back on a technical,
legal defense.
"1 am not going to answer your

Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests
Confidential & caring.

trick questions." the president
snapped at prosecutors at one
point. At another, he tells lawyers
his memory "is not what it was
when I came here" because of the
crush of information that he faces
as president.
At an office food court in
Atlanta, attorney Larry Ellerbe
stopped briefly to watch Clinton's
testimony on a large-screen TV.
Ellerbe said it was "wrong and
improper" for Congress to release
the tape but that "sadly enough,"
he would probably watch all of the
testimony later.
Eighteen-year-old Chris Junker
tuned in at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln student union.
Clinton has "done a bunch of lying
so far and now he's just trying to
make up for It." Junker said. "He's
in pretty deep."
A different view came from cab
driver Fofana Sekou. watching In
the Greyhound bus station in
Philadelphia. "If the man is doing a
good Job. you got to give him a
chance to let him finish what he's
doing." Sekou said.
The president testified in the
Map Room under bright light that
contrasted with the warm muted
glow bathing the same room when
he gave his TV address to the

nation later that day.
The formality and legalism of
his testimony contrasts siarkly
with that of the youthful Ms.
Lewinsky, who spoke of a "mushy
note" and scolded prosecutors
during tough questions by saying.
"Oh. you really want to embarrass
me don't youT
Clinton read a statement early
on describing his relationship with
Ms. Lewinsky as involving "sexual
banter" and "inappropriate Intimate contact." He then refused to
describe the relationship further
when prosecutors pressed for
more.
"I think it is clear what inappropriately intimate is. I have said
what it did not include. I — It did
not include sexual intercourse —
and I do not believe it included
conduct which falls within the definition 1 was given iT the Jones
deposition." Clinton says in one
exchange. "And I would like to stay
with that characterization."
Deputy Independent Counsel
Robert Bittman, the first of four
prosecutors to question Clinton,
said at the start: "The questions
are uncomfortable and 1 apologize
for that in advance."
Clinton gradually grew more

Read The BG News everyday!
ALPHA XI - SAE * ALPHA XI * SAE
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate BROOKE FLORENCE on being selected asSIGMA ALPHA EPSIONN'S
SWEETHEART

ALPHA XI • SAE • ALPHA XI ■ SAE

ALPHA XI-ALPHA XI
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate RACHAE LEY on her ENGAGEMENT to JASON COMPTON
ALPHA XI'ALPHA XI

SERVICES OFFERED
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AOII'AOII- AOII -AOII
The sisters of Alpha Ormcron Pi would like to
welcome all of our new members D the famityi
We love you" Welcome home to our Rho Chi.
Monica Toklch and our RA. Jen Dembinskl
We missed you I
AOII" AOII" AOII • AOII

Attention Organizational
Treasures
Come to the Treasurer's Workshop to laam
how ID spend your money wisely! Wed. Sept
23.6-Spm. Alumni Room. Union
BGSU student looking for female dance partners for practiong A learning swing dance. Call
354-7350 for more info
Cellular Phones
No credit check, no secunty deposit
$99 kit includes: Motorola flip phone
battery, and charger. 45 free minutes
Call (419)356-2005.
Congratulations to Mchele Dowling on winning
the Boombox Irom RenNll Staffing Services at
the BG Merchant Fair. Come see us beginning
Oct. 1 at 1244 Ridgewood Dr. Suite 4

Final Days
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Call Now!
Senior Portraits will soon be over. Don't be left
out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken in both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the stud* provides. The sitting
will only take about 15 minutes and your memories will last forever. The low $6 sitting fee can
be charged through the Bursar. Portraits are
taken in 28 West Hall (basement). Please cal
1 800 969 1338 m advance to schedule a sitting.
'Portraits make great Chnstmas gifts-

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S

80's and 90s dance

354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

Senior Portraits
End Soon
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Carl Wolf Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits from I0am-6pm dairy. Any
senior graduating In Dec., May, or August
should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by the
studio. Sessions tike about 15 minutes and
the tfi sitting fee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call i 600 969 1338 to schedule a sit
ting. Portraits taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be
left out of the Histonc 1999 Key Yearbook

PERSONALS
-GAMMA PHI" GAMMA PHI ■ GAMMA PHI'
Come join the sisters of Gamma Phi Beta tor
open rush nights:
Tuesday September 22.9:15-10 30
Wednesday September 23.9:15-10.30
-GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI'
-GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI * GAMMA PHI"
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
welcome all of our wonderful new members'
We're so eioted to have you as our sisters!
-GAMMA PHI * GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PMC

AOII - Friends n* Floats * AOII
Discover Sisterhood Firsthand' Come on over
to the AOII House on Thurs.. Sept. 24 @ 800
to watch the season premier of Friends and enloy a Root Beer Float'
AC* • Friends n' Floats ■ AOII

Unjoin the BG News

BECOME A PIECE

TUFFY DOES IT RIGHT
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SAVINGS*

Tuffy
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Treasurer's Workshop

BOWLING GREEN • 353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN STREET
NEXT TO PIZZA HUT, MOUTH OF KT. 6

HOURS: MON. ■ FRI. 8«m-6pm • SAT. 8«nv4pm

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • CV JOINTS

KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE
OUR OUTSTANDING SPRING SCHOLARS

*« Katy Creecy
AlUiorv&ervnett
«« Halle/ Gilbert
MelarUe/ Cramer
»» Jennifer Hamilton/
Qabrieile/Ztene/
ChrHty UmfLeet
Carlo/Cjibyyn/
Katie/ A ndrewy
KrLitenJanowik-i/
Amanda/Coikey
Mindy McDowell
Lauren/fUh
Mtity Moorman/
April/ Luca*
A ngeleena Mulligan/
KriiteivMcuUte*v
Angie/Nauffriv^er
Carolyn/ O'Kourke/
Chriity NorbergCarrie/ Skr$yniecki/
Meliaa/Simon
Heather Bech
Linda/UmfLeet
**denote* 4.0
• denote* Vean/'y LCtt
CONGRATULATIONS ON PUTTING
KAPPA DELTA IN THE TOP 3
IN SCHOLARSHIP!!!

/

I

I

Wednesday, September 23
6:00 - 8:00 pm
Alumni Room, Student Union
Come and leam how to spend your organization's
money wisely!

Sponsored by
Offict of Student Life
Division of Student Affairs
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NTftAMURAl ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE: SEPT. 2S-C 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL. SEPT. 29-W.CFIAG
FOOTBALL; SEPT 30-M FLAG FOOTBALL;
OCT 6-GREEK & INDP \C£ HOCKEY.

Wednesday's at KAMKAZE-S
Karaoke with Rich Mchels
from 10-2

WTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
FLAG FOOTBALL AND CE HOCKEY APPLY
-N 130 PERRY FELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT. 29TH AT NOON MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINC FOR FOOT
BALL.

HELP WANTED

Now op»n Camput World Travel
Atrltna tickets, spring break tripe
rafting trips, sK«nQ trips 352-7689
RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
TONIGHT
•:.5 AND 9:15
RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
Senior Advisory Council
Looking tor Seniors vrtw want to become campus leaders, build the* resumes, and give
away a carl
Contact Paul ©372-7702
Senior Port rails
End Soon
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Carl Wolf Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits from I0am-6pm daily Any
senior graduating in Dec.. May. or August
should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by the
sudto. Sessions take about 15 minutes and
the 96 sining toe can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call 1 600-969-1338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be
left out ol the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW
Cancun. Jamaica. Ma2atlan.
* S. Padre. Early bird savings
until Oct. 3i. Campus sales reps
wanted. Earn free trips + cash
1.800.SURFS. UP
www.studentexpress.com

TekeABHe
and on the move for Health & Joy
Register Today
Cal372-WELL(9355)
Contemporary Weight Management Program
Nutrition A exercise awareness
Wednesday 3 30 -5 00pm
Begins October 7
Thursdays at KAMIKAZE'S
Dimers from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers all night long
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
swing coming...
Turning Pants
An informal discussion group about eating disorders, weight issues and normal eating. Beginning
Oct. 7 Wed., 3-30-5
To register call 372-2061
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
ft Student Health Service
Watch Dan Bumpus. Kan Oown. Mark Yoder.
and Carol Claborne weekdays on BG 24
newel Turn ID cable channel 24 everyday at
5:30.10:30 and 7:30 am

11,000'a WEEKLY!)
Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 each plus
bonuses. F/T. P/T Make $800* weekly,
guaranteed! Free supplies For details, send
one SASE lo N-181. 12021 WHshire Blvd..
Suite SS2. Los Angeles. CA 90025
$1280
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations You Ve seen other
groups oOtng it. now it's your turn.
One week is all It lakes.
NO gimmicks. NO ticks.
NO obligation. Calfor
mformation today.
1-800-932-0528x65.
www.ocmconcepts com
$2000 Tuition Reimbursement
United Parcel Service
We are currently looking tor permanent partDme employees who are interested in working
from 3 D 5 hours per day.
WE OFFER
•Excellent entry level pay of
$8.50/$9.50 per hour, and can earn
up to $i 2.45/$l 3.45 per hour with
progression.
•Fun time benefits lor part time work!
'Advancement opportunities'
'Holidays and weekends ofli
Call (419) 891-6820. EOE.
"Tired of food service jobs7 A ft A Inventory
Service wil be on campus Thursday, Sept. 24
to hire for weekend work taking inventories.
Call 1-800-533 7861 tor info and to schedule
your interview. FuH-nme work n available over
breaks.
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAKH 2 FREE TRIPS
ON....ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$. Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas, Florida, Padre1 Low
Prices! Free Meals, Parties ft Meals! "Limited
Offer'".
1800-426-771 OAvww.sunsptashtours com
Cashiers Barney's Convene*nee Mart. $6
starting pay. college tuition reimbursement,
flexible hours, 3rd shift differential, profit sharing, paid vacations, medical benefits, full ft
part-time available Apply at any siore
DELIVERY DRIVERS
PART TIME
WALL STREET JOURNAL
Immediate route openings tor early morning
distribution of the Wal Street Journal in the BG
area. Must be available after I2:30am Mon-Fn
Dependable vefxele ft liability insurance required. Hourly wage plus mileage.
419-354-2555 EOE
Eastwood High School, a local high school is
looking tor a varsity asst. wrestling coach tor
the upcoming season which is Nov. 1 - March
10. Paid position. For more information, contact John Obrock (athletic director) at
4i»833-36i1.

Help warned immerliaiely lex Slone Ridge Golf
Club. All goH operations. too<> & beverage, a
(rounds crew. Full S part time positions avail*
Me Please can 353-«663.
Lawn maim lor Knickerbocker lawns. Pan a
lull lime. Will work around class schedule. Cal
352-5622
Lawn maintenance and landscaping Ful and
pan-time positions available No experience
necessary 354-1923.
New retail shop Pleasant surrounding. Musi
be dependable, outgoing. Available some
weekends and evenings. Call 352-6617.
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County Nursing Home is currently recruiting responsible, dedicated nursing assis
tents. We are looking for quality, caring Individ.
uals.
We went the beet!
Appkcatons wil be accepted from Stale
Tested or Test-Ready Nursing Assistants, and
people interested in taking classes lo become
STNA-S Full-time, part-time, and contingent
positions are available on alt three shifts Benefits include:
• 10 Pad Holidays
• 2 Weeks Vacation (Afler only 1 year)
'15 Paid Sick Days
* Retirement Program
* Free Meals/Free Uniforms
* Quarterly Attendance Incentives
' Weekend Differential of $1 more/hour
• MedicaUDentaln/isiorvPresa/Life Ins.
(Premiums for a Family only *15 1 a/mo!)
Al this and a great starting wage for STNA'S ol
1672/hr with a wage increase to $6 99/hr in
only 120 days.
Domwait-Bring your friends apply today:
Wood County Nursing Home
11080E.Gypsy LaneRd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(4ig) 353-8411
Oslego High School is in need ol a Junior Varsity Girls basketball coach. If interested Cal
Scon 8emttvsel. alhlelc director, at 823-4911
or Lisa Stevens, head coach, at 893-6067.
Please respond by Oct. 2 ,
P-time cook. 12-20 hrs/wk.
P-Ome bartender. BG Country Club
Please call 352-3100
Pan Ome help wanted with farming experience
tor lal harvest and farm seed plant work. Can
adjust hours to daw schedule Can 352 0066
Pan-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs m assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours ol 9:00am and 5:00pm
(Mon.-Fn.) al: Advanced Specially Products.
Inc. 428 Clough St. BG OH 43402.
. Professional company is seeking Market
Research interviewers. Evening & weekend
shifts available. Must be able K) work a minimum ol 16 hrs/wk. Gain valuable mkig ft public relations skills. tS.SOOv Apply at 13330
Bishop Rd or can 352-8115 ext. 209.
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SPRING BREAK 991
Cancun ' Nassau ' Jamaica * Maullan '
Acapulco ' Bahamas Cruise * Florida *
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of
Cashl
Top rape are ottered full-time staff Jobs.
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now tor details ! www.classtravel.com 800/8384411
Spnng Break '99-Sell trips. Earn cash ft go
tree!" Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico, and Florida. 800-648-4849 or
www. slstfav el.com
Student Employment-Clerical AssistantBudget Area. This individual will provide suppon services to the Budget Area Clerical Assistance to. and under the direct supervison ol
the Budget Officer. Duties lo include: processing and formulating reports, set up of record
notebooks and files, word processing, correspondence. filing and photocopying Other duties as assigned. 15-20 hours/week.
lS-90/hour For additional information call
Mary. 372-8181.
VAN DRIVER Pan time position to provide
transportation lo and from social service
agency Must be between the ages of 21-65,
have a valid Oho driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
738, Bowling Green. OH 43402 EOE

AAAA.i Spnng Break Travel was 1 ol 6 smaK
businesses in the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding ethics in tie
marketplace! springbreaktravel.com
1 600 676 6386
CARS $1004500
Police impounds.
Hondas, Chevys, Jeeps A Sport
Utilities. MUST SELLI

i 600-522-2730 > 4558
PRIME STAR - lowest install pnee i
Service is 100% free
Call now al 1 -800-3784968
Primestar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49.00/$9B 00 one ime payment
$25.99 programming. Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Ofter?
Cal Now! 1-800-580-2785.
Trek 7000 Mountain bike. 22" aluminum frame.
Excellent cond. $350 OBO Call Steve at
352-2535. sspiltengsvhlaw.com

FOR RENT
2 BDRM turn apt. dose to campus
Includes uokoes, grad students

FOR SALE
-ForSale1 pair of stereo speakers-Technics, 150 wans,
3-way floor speakers. $100 000.
1 pair ol Yamaha book shell speakers. 60
waits $50 obo Call 353 2168
1984 Pontiac Phoenix, 90,000 miles, needs
carburetor work, otherwise good condition
$400. call Mike @ 372-6873
1996 Dodge Neon, automatic. 2 dr. coupe, blk
with grey intenor, sun root, spoiler, AMrFM
cass. stereo, excetl cond 1 owner car, well
maintained. $6500. Call 419-872-4560.
35mm Camera Minolta Maxxum 7000i lens,
flash, accessories $500 includes everything.
Please leave message ft wil consider offers

3546438
91 Chevrolet Cavalier. Well maintained.
99.000 miles. $3,000. Call 288 3437. Electric
hospital bed, $100.
AAAA.i Early Specialsl Panama Cityl Room
with kitchen $1291 Includes 7 Free Parties!
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$129' Cocoa Beach $1491 springbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386

welcome 353-5074.
2 bdrm furnished apis
352-7454
217 South Collage- 1.5 blocks from Hanna
Hall, 3 BR House 12 mo. lease, tenants pay al
util.. sac. dep., parental guarantee req . no
pen $575/mo Rant collected quarterly.
Available immediately
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises al 354-2154.
Locally owned and managed.
Newly painted 2 bdrm. apt. with garage. Close
to campus. $450/monti. 372-2098 days.
419-872-9874 after 5pm.
Occupant Needed Immediately
2 MT sutaeasers. each gets own room.
Across sreet from Big Shots. 538 E Wooeter.
Please call 353 9274 lor Brian or Tony.
SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
1 Br. open in 2 Br. apartment, private bathroom, large bedroom, AC, dishwasher, dose to
campus. Pries negotiable. Call 354-0497.

AAAA.i Early Specialsl Cancun ft Jamaical 7
nighls Air ft hotel From $399' Includes Free
food, Drinks. Parties! 1998 Better Business Bureau Award Winner' spnngbreaktravel.com
1 800 678-6386

Attention Students!
Are you looking for a way
to get involved??

Help Wanted
Waitstaff. bartenders, and cooks. Apply in person or call 823-0014. 100 W. Main St., Has
kins, OH 43525. The Haskins Inn. 5 miles north
of BG off state route 25.
■ New Restauranl Opening u

KA KA KA K.A KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA K.A

Miss out on Formal Recruitment?
The sisters of Kappa Delta would like
to invite you to Attend our Open
Houses on the following dates:
Tuesday, September 22 from 8-9 p.m. and
Wednesday, September 23 from 9:15- 10:15 p.m.

The University Activities Organization is now
accepting director applications for the
following committees:
Contemporary Issues, Cultural Awareness

Outdoor Recreation, and Service.
The Kappa Delta house Is located on
Ridge Street across from Mac.
7??rs-call 2-2871!

Ore// i/ co/uol Bring a /mile and a friend!!

KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA

Applications can be picked up in the UAO Office
(330 Student Union). They are to be returned to
Jacki Kenny no later than Wednesday,
September 23,1998 at 5:00pm. You should sign up
for an interview when you return your application.
'Director positions are open to full-time students who are
second semester freshmen or higher.

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
w/ Student ID

•Oil Change $19.99*
"most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
Bowling Green. OH
353-2526

Free Towing if we
do the job!

inhop
•d

BGSU

Ne w lo ve
Realty Rentals
114
1

S.

Main

bdrm.

Located
Newly
Cat

#12

apt.

Downtown.
decorated.
Allowed.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS--354-2260

•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR
A COMPLETE LISTING
FOR UNDERGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING!

OR VISIT

OUR NEW WEBSITE:
.11.

»i 1p

332

Soulh

Main

...

Street

«*j\|oui tjnly office)
'—'

352-5620

rEWIPVE
Rentals

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
• 602 Second, Fum. Eff. $260. per mo.
• 602 Second, 1 BR. Fum. Apt. $300. per mo.
• 610 Second. 2 BR. Fum. Apt. $350. per mo. and up
> 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfum. $423 per mo.
' 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo. and up
> 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up

6 oz. Chopped Steakburger
Includes choice of potato, $2 QQ

STEAK & SEAFOOD

"Length lease negotiable*
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Core of experienced
underclassmen bring
promise to volleyball
season In fall '98

B
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Homecoming week
packed with games,
activities to involve all
students
The University Activities
Organization is Hooding the
campus with Homecoming
activities this year, and the only
problem students will have is
keeping up with the tun!
Along with the usual
Homecoming King and Queen
elections, the UAO will be
sponsoring apparel and merchandise sales, various spirit
competitions, a 5K run. and ice
cream social.
One ol the highlighted
activities will be a student-run
carnival Monday. Sept. 28
through Wednesday. Sept. 30
In the Student Union Mall from
10 a.m. -4 p.m. Students can
participate in the dunking booth,
carnival games, caricatures and
balloon artistry while snacking
on cotton candy and snow
cones.
Tuesday. Sept. 29 promises
to be a daring day when
Paradigm Entertainment will
present a skydiving simulation
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. The
simulation will take place in the
grassy area between the
Student Services Building and
Krelsher Quad and students
can participate tor a $6 tee.
which Is bursarable.
But the homecoming
activities are not |ust all tun and
games. The UAO is also
sponsoring a Service Day tor
students who want to help keep
BGSU clean. Students who are

Interested in participating In the
Adopt-A-Block Cleanup should
meet at the field north of Memorial Hall on Wednesday Sept. 30
at 5 p.m. A volunteer party will
follow the cleanup.
No homecoming is complete
without a lloat parade. The 1998
Homecoming Float Parade is
Thursday, Oct. 1 around 6 p.m.
The parade will travel through
downtown Bowling Green as well
as through the BGSU campus.
Students can experience the
creativity of their peers In this funtilled tradition.
Fireworks are not just for the
4th of July1 The UAO Is having
Its second annual Fireworks
Show Thursday. Oct. 1 Immediately following the Homecoming
Pep Rally at 8 p.m. In the Held
between Harshman and Krelsher
Quads. The Pep Rally will
Include the announcement of the
Homecoming Court, raffles, spirit
competitions, cheerleaders,
dance team and much more.
Later in the week, students
can -Raise the Roof" at the UAO
spirit show on Friday. Oct. 2 from
8:30 -11.30 p.m. The show will
take place at the Jerome Library
patio, or In the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom In case or rain. The
show will feature the Big Creek
band, a mini step show and The
Simpleton's, as well as free pizza
for everyone in attendance.
Students with school spirit
will be rewarded on Friday. Oct.
2. Freddie Falcon, Frieda Falcon,
SIC SIC and several UAO
members will be cruising campus
and awarding students with
school spirit. Wear your BGSU
gear and hope you are spotted!
On Saturday at noon, the
Falcon football team will take on
the Ohio University Bobcats at
con't on page 4

The Bowling Green State
University volleyball team
finished the 1997 season with
an overall record of 17-14.
BGSU finished third in the
MAC'S East Division with a
conference record of 7-9. The
Brown and Orange qualified
for the MAC Tournament for
the ninth time in the last 10
years.
Head coach Denlse Van
De Walle. the dean of MAC
mentors, is in her 16th year
with the Falcons. She Is the
winningest coach In MAC
history with 290 career
victories, and her 129 MAC
wins rank her second all-time.
Tom Hanna is in his third
season as Van De Walle's
assistant coach.
In 22 years of BGSU
volleyball (entering the 1998
season). Falcon teams have
posted a record of 383-294-3
(.565). Bowling Green has a
MAC record of 129-92 (584)
in 15 years of conference
action. That record Includes
three MAC regular-season
titles— 1989. 1991 and 1992.
BG lost four seniors as
well as another upperclass
player from last year's squad.
The 1998 roster features Just
seven letter winners and only
one senior. The Falcons
welcome five newcomers to
the fold for '98.
So. BG would appear to
be a young team heading Into
the fall.
Of those seven returnees,
however, five are juniors. Four
of those players were In the
starting lineup a year ago. and
three have been in the starting
six, on a full-or part-time
basis, since the first weekend
of their freshman year.
Van De Walle and Hanna
believe this group of juniors,
along with a sixth player who
also entered the program in
the tall of 1996. could provide
the chemistry and commitment needed to offset thr loss
of five players from the 1997
squad.
Van De Walle welcomes
the coming season and the
return. In particular, of her
third-year players.
-I'm excited about '98
because were finally an older

team." said Van De Walle. "It
seems like for the last few
years we've been Inexperienced at a lot of spots, and this
year we will have that experience in some key positions.
"There's going to be some
real competition ... but I really
think that we will finally have
experience In our favor."
According to the MAC
head volleyball coaches, the
Falcons were predicted to
finish third In the East Division.
Miami was picked to capture
the division, while Northern
Illinois was the coaches' choice
to capture the West Division.
One of the 13 MAC coaches
abstained from voting.
The Falcons will be tested
by several tournaments, in
addition to a pair of
non-conference matches,
prior to beginning the alwaystough MAC slate. BG begins
the year with a non-league
match against arch-rival
Toledo. The team will participate In three tournaments, at
Loyola <IL). James Madison
and Michigan (see results
below), with a non-league tilt
against Oakland Included In
the September slate.
On Sept. 23. BGSU will
face Toledo for the second
time, with that meeting opening
the 18-match conference
schedule.
Eight teams will quality for
the MAC Tournament, with
winning percentage In
conference matches
(regardless of division) determining those squads.
Quarterfinal matches will be
held at campus sites, with the
top remaining seed through
quarterfinal play hosting the
semifinals and the championship match.
BGSU is 5-3 after capturing one of three matches at the
All Sport Challenge In Ann
Arbor. Mich. The Falcons
opened tourney play Friday.
Sept. 11 with a four-game win
over Louisiana State (15-10.
12-15. 15-11. 15-12). Later that
day. the Falcons suffered a
three-game loss to the host
school, nationally-ranked
Michigan (15-7. 15-7, 15-6).
On Saturday. Sept. 12 the
Brown and Orange again fell in
throe games (15-3. 15-5. 15-4).
this time to North Carolina.
Junior Heather Murphy was
BGSU's lone representative to
the all-tournament team at the
All Sport Challenge.
-Beth Kirhv

Ultra
T

Learned Ladies
takes a look at
love in the 1950s
The University theatre department is presenting a witty approach to love and learning.
Learned Ladies is playing 8
p.m. Sept. 30 through October 3
and 2 p.m. Oct. 4 at Eva Marie
Saint Theatre in University Hall.
The basic story of the play,
says Kathleen Rlddell, Is the story
of a young girl matched heartily up
with young man. The relationship
is approved by her father but her
mother has other plans In store.
The play is a witty and tunny
piece set in the 1950s. For more
Information call the theatre department 372-2222.
-Kari Gfell

III
Welcome to the second edition
of The Campus Buzz for fall
semester 1998. I hope everyone is
adjusted to being back In school.
With The Buzz we work to bring
the University community as much
Information possible on campus
activities.
As you may notice In this
Issue. Homecoming is fast approaching and UAO. (University
Activities Organization), is planning
many events. Please take the
opportunity to take part In as many
of the festivities as possible and
enjoy the excitement while It lasts.
I would like to thank assistant
editor Beth Kerby and Kari Gfell for
their with this issue and Paul
Obringer and his staff at
UniGraphics who assist with each
issue every two weeks.
The Buzz is published every
two weeks on Tuesday and covers
the next two weeks of events at the
University. If anyone cares to have
an event published in the calendar
it should be entered through the
BGSU's calendar of events located
at www.bgsu.edu or by dropping
the information at the Office of
Student Activities. 330 University
Student Union, by 5 p.m. Thursday
prior to publication. If you have any
future story ideas please contact emall me at no»"i«hgnet.bosu.edu.
Pam Qant . editor
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TUESDAY, SEPT. 22
BGSEA Mimbirthlp Drive
(• ».m. - 3 p.m.)
1 si Floor Hallway of Education
Building. Bowling Green Student
Education Association.
Senior Portrait*
(10 a.m. - 6 p.m.)
28 Wast Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec.. May
or August must attend to be
Included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook Please call 1-800969-1338 to schedule your
sitting.
Ticket Sale* tor Falcon Search
(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education steps. Sponsored by
Panhel. IFC. and the Office of
Student Activities.
NAACP Voter Reg/
Membership Drive
(11 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Discover Europe Information
Meeting (• p.m.)
1000 Business Admin. Bldg.
Annex. Six-week summer study
In France and Belgium. Earn six
BGSU credits. Classes taught in
English. All majors welcome.
Financial aid available.
First Ms sting of Pal CM and
UPA (9 p.m.)
322 Conklin Hall Open to all
psychology majors and minors.
Psi CN and UPA
(Undergraduate Psychology
Association) meet to discuss
relevant topics In psychology.
The meetings cover such topics
as psychology classes, graduate
school. ORE. and much, much
more! Come check us outl

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23
BGSEA Membership Drive
(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
1 st Floor Hallway of Education
Building. Bowling Green Student
Education Association
Senior Portraits
(10 a.m. -8 p.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec.. May
or August must attend to be
included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 1 -800969-1338 to schedule your
sitting.
Ticket Sales for Falcon Search
(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education steps. Sponsored by
Panhel. IFC. and the Office of
Student Activities.
Women's I Harm Fair
(11 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
Union Oval. Sponsored by the
Wellness Connection.
Cyberfemlnlsm? Women's
Center Brown Bag Lunch
Serlea(Noon)
107 Hanna Hall. Is Cyberspace
the Intemet7 Or Is it virtual
reality? What implications does
cyberspace have for women and
gender issues in the next
millenlum? Bring your lunch Bring a friend. No knowledge
about cyberspace Is required.
Ideal for those of us who are still
not sure what cyberspace is.
Presenter Radhika QaJJala.
Teeter-Totter-A-Thon Charity
event (Noon)
area between Eppier and BA .
Event runs from 12 p.m. Wed. to
12 p.m. Friday. Sponsored by
Delta Sigma Pi.
Treasurer's Workshop
(6 p.m. - 8 p.m.)
Alumni Room. Union. This is a
chance for aH organizations'
treasurers to come together,
meet and talk. All organizations
are encouraged to coma. It
promises to be very beneficial.
NAACP Executive Meeting
(6:30 p.m.)
Canal Room.

Women's Hearth Speaker
(7:30 p.m.)
Mac Cow/Countryside Room. Dr.
Tamara Howoll. will discuss birth
control, STD'8, and women's
hearth and preventive measures.
Sponsored by the Wellness
Connection.

Education Abroad Information
Session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer W. Discover
the many overseas education
programs available to BGSU
students. For more information
call the Education Abroad Office
at 419/372-0479.

Faculty Artist Series: Chris
Buzzelll. guitar (8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Part of the
College of Musical Arts Salute to
Ellington and Gershwin
Adversaries.

NAACP General Meeting
(• p.m.)
Faculty Lounge.

Public Skating
(8 p.m. - 10 p.m.)
Ice Arena.

Beaumarchala, L'lnsolent
(Beaumarchals, the
Scoundrel) (8 p.m.)
Gish Firm Theater. The life and
times of Plerre-Augustin Caron
de Beaumarchals. author of the
Barber of Seville and the
Marriage of Figaro, and an early
supporter of American
independence.
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THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
BGSEA Membership Drive
(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
1 st Floor Halfway ol Education
Building. Bowling Green Student
Education Association
Senior Portraits
(10 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec.. May
or August must attend to be
included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 1 -800969-1338 to schedule your
sitting.
NO FEAR: Overcoming our
Mental Monsters (4 p.m.)
107 Hanna Hall—The Women's
Center. Change and transition
can be scary propositions,
eliciting self-questioning and
doubt For most of us, a
common underlying element
lurks beneath the surface:
FEAR. This Introductory session
to our three-part series will
explore the elements of fear,
and will provide coping
strategies and suggestions for
conquering our mental
monsters.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25
BGSEA Membership Drive
(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
1 st Floor Hallway of Education
Building. Bowling Green Student
Education Association.
Senior Portraits
(10 a.m. -8 p.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating In Dec., May
or August must attend to be
Included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 1-800969-1338 to schedule your
sitting.
Public Skating (Noon - 2 p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate ($2
admission).
In Search of Planets with Ufa
(8 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
STAY DRY Pool Party (8 p.m.)
Andrews Pool, Rec Center. Dry
Dock is sponsoring Its annual
pool party. Towers will be given
away, free food and more.
U AO, Campus FNm " What s
Eating Gilbert Grape" (8 p.m. 1 a.m.)
Olecamp111.$2fee.

s
SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
Derby Days Philanthropy
(Noon - 2 p.m.)
Old Fraternity Row courtyard.
Sponsored by Sigma Chi
Fraternity.
Public Skating
(8 p.m. - 10 p.m.)
Ice Arena.
UAO, Campus Rim "What
Eating Gilbert Grape" (8 p.m.
1 a.m.)
OHscamp 111.
SRC Learn to Swim (TBA)
REC Center.

s
SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
Alpha Omlcron PI, Bathtub
Races (11 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Pond.
Mud Tug Philanthropy
(1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.)
Mud Pits behind Field House.
Mud Tug is a greek philanthropy
involving a tug of war over mud
pits.
PI Beta Phi (1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.)
Mud Pits behind the Field
House. Mud Tug is a
philanthropy. It is put on by PI
Beta Phi and Sigma Phi EpsUon
Mud Tug is a tug of war game
over mud pits. En|oy a day in
the mud with this Sunday tun
acUvtty.
Faculty Artist Series: Myrs
MBIIIH, soprano (3 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hail, Moore
Musical Ana Center.
Alpha Lambda Delta Initiation
(3 p.m. - 5 p.m.)
Grand Ballroom.

International Travel Grant
Forma Due (TBA)
Center for International
Programs, 1106 Offenhauer W.
International travel grant forms
must be turned In by this date.
For more information, call the
Education Abroad Office at 419/
372-0309.

Public Skating
(7 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Ice Arena.
In Search of Planets with Ufa
(7:30 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
SRC/UAO 5K Fun Run (TBA)
TBA.

ESPNAJAO Robin Roberts
lecture (TBA)
TBA.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
UAO Homecoming
Merchandise Sales
(8 a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Student Forum. Fashionable
and trendy merchandise Is
made available to boost spirit
for the week of Homecoming.

MONDAY, SEPT. 28
UAO Homecoming
Merchsndlse Sales
(8 a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Student Forum. Fashionable
and trendy merchandise Is
made available to boost spirit lor
the week of Homecoming.
UAO Homecoming Novelty
Events (• a.m. - 8 p.m.)
Union Mall. Fun and exciting
events to boost spirit for the
week ol Homecoming.
Student Activities.
Homecoming Elections
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Vote for the
seniors you wish to be
Homecoming's King and Queen.
Student Activities.
Homecoming Sales
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
UAO Homecoming Ice Ci
Social (10 a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Union Mall.
UAO Homecoming Sumo
Slam/Bungee Run
(10 a.m. ■ 7 p.m.)
Union Mall. These are events
that the whole campus can
enjoyl And best of all they are
FREEI
How to Address Claims of
Sexual Harassment: What the
Law Demands
(2 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
113 Olscamp HaH Live via
satellite from the University of
Vermont, this teleconference
covers key steps to address
sexual harassment
appropriately and legally. For
more Information, call the
Affirmative Action office at 419/
372-8472.
SRCAJAO Three Point
Tournament (5 p.m. - 8 p.m.)
Kreischer Quad. Rain location:
SRC.
Fauat (8:15 p.m.)
Oish FHm Theater. Hanna Hall.
Magical and unsettling, this film
uses Hve action, wooden figures
and daymation. Directed by Jan
Svankmajer and Ernst Gossner,
1904. Free.

UAO Homecoming Novelty
Events (8 a.m. • 8 p.m.)
Union Mall. Fun and exciting
events to boost spirit lor the
week of Homecoming.

THURSDAY, OCT. 1
Student Activities,
Homecoming Selee
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Student Composers' Forum
(8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Concert
will feature works by graduate
and undergraduate composition
students at the College of
Musical Arts.

NO FEAR: Women Wielding
Technology for Global
Communication (4 p.m.)
122 Jerome Library. Library
Computer Lab. Change and
transition can be scary
propositions, eliciting selfquestioning and doubt. For most
of us, a common underlying
element lurks beneath the
surface: FEAR. This second
seeslon to our three-part series
will Introduce participants to
various computer-based
communication "environments"
and discuss the tactics,
possibilities and impossibilities of
empowerment through online
technologies. No computer
experience necessary)

w
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30
UAO Homecoming Novelty
Events (8 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
Union Mall. Fun and exciting
events to boost spirit for the
week ol Homecoming.
Student Activities,
Homecoming Sales
(10 s.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Education Abroad
Information Seeslon
(4 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer W Discover
the many overseas education
programs available to BQSU
students. For more information
call the Education Abroad Office
at 410/372-0470.
Public Skating
(8 p.m. - 10 p.m.)
Ice Arena.
The Learned LadUs (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
MoHere's witty examination of
Intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
Information, call 419/372-2719.

FWDAY,0CT2
UAO Homecoming Novelty
Events (8 a.m. - 6 p.m.)
Union Mall. Fun and exciting
events to boost spirit for the
week of Homecoming.
Student Activities.
Homecoming Sales
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Student Activities,
Homecoming Sales
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

In Search of Planets with Lite
(8 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

F

Homecoming Parade (6 p.m.)
Main St. to field between
Harshman and Kreischer.
Homecoming Pep Rally (8 p.m.)
Field between Harshman and
Kreischer.
Mlcrocosmos (8 p.m.)
Glsh Film Theater. The
mlcrocosmos of Insects in a
whole new light.
Student Jazz Combos (8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The Learned Ladles (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
MoHere's witty examination of
Intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
information, call 419/372-2719.
Homecoming Fireworks (9
p.m.)
Field between Harshman and
Kreischer. Immediately following
pep rally.

UAO Homecoming Concert
and BBQ
(5:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.)
Memorial Hall.
Kappe Sigma Octoberfest
(8 p.m. - 0 p.m.)
Behind Old Fraternity Row.
Alumni Awards Dinner
(8:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.)
Quality Inn Atrium. Cost $20.
Call 419/372-2701 for more
Information.
Wind Ensemble and Concert
Bend (8 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.
In Search of Planets with Life
(8 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
African Heritage Forum
(8 p.m. - 2 a.m.)
TBA.
UAO Campus "Rainmaker"
(8 p.m. All p.m.)
Olscamp 111.
The Learned Ladlee (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
MoHere's witty examination of
intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
imormation. call 419/372-2719.

AH-Alumnl I
(7 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall. Big band
sounds ol Satin ft. Brass and
oldies favorites from The Atomic
Fireballs. Cost $20. Call 419/
372-2701 for more Information.
UAO Campus Film
"Rainmaker"
(8 p.m. * 11 p.m.)
Olscamp 111.
The Learned Ladles (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
MoHere's witty examination of
Intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
Information, call 419/372-2719.

s

SUNDAY, OCT. 4
AH-Alumnl Brunch
(9 a.m. -11 sun.)
Mlleti Alumni Center. Cost $8.
Call 419/372-2701 for more
Information.
UAO Homecoming Brunch
(• a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Ballroom.
Homecoming Golf Outing
(9:30 a.m.)
Creason Golf Course. Tee times
start at 9:30 a.m. Call 419/3722701 for more Information.
The Learned Ladles (2 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Mollere'8 witty examination ol
Intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
Information, call 419/372-2719.
Public Skating (7 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Ice Arena.
In Search of Planets with Life
(7:30 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

Board of Trustees meeting
(TBA)
Main campus. Committee
sessions are" held on the
afternoon or morning preceding
the regularly scheduled meeting.

s
SATURDAY, OCT. 3
AH-Alumnl Open House
(9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
Mlleti Alumni Center.
Tent Parties (10 s.m. - Noon)
Around Doyt Perry Stadium.
Admissions Tour (10:18 a.m.)
Assembly Room, McFall Center.
Program and campus tour for
sons and daughters of alumni.

Stage Slaters (8:15 p.m.)
Glsh Film Theater, Hanna HaH.
The fortunes of two actresses
separated by money and politics
before the revolution. Directed
byXieJIn, 1966. Free.

Jalendar
of
Cultural

Arts

FRIDAY, OCT. 2
Wind Ensemble and Concert
Band (8 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center.
The Learned Ladles (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Moliere's witty examination of
Intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes ol love. For ticket
Information, call 419/372-2719:

SATURDAY, OCT. 3
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23
Faculty Artist Series: Chris
Buzzslll, guitar (8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Part ol the
College ol Musical Arts Salute
to Ellington and Gershwin
Adversaries.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
Baaumarchali, L'Insolent
(Baiumarchalt, the
Scoundrel) (0 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. The life and
times of Pierre-Augustin Caron
de Beaumarchais. author of the
Barber of Seville and the
Marriage of Figaro, and an
early supporter of American
independence.

The Learned Ladles (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Moliere's witty examination of
intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
information, call 419/372-2719.

SUNDAY, OCT. 4
The Learned Ladles (2 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Moliere's witty examination ol
intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
information, call 419/372-2719.

MONDAY, OCT. 5
Stage Slaters (8:15 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
The fortunes of two actresses
separated by money and politics
before the revolution. Directed
by Xle Jin, 1966. Free.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
Faculty Artist Serlss: Myrs
Merritt. soprano (3 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center.

MONDAY, SEPT. 28
Faust (8:15 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
Magical and unsettling, this dim
uses live action, wooden figures
ind claymation. Directed by
Jan Svankmajer and Ernst
Gossner. 1994. Free.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
Student Composers' Forum
(8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Concert
will feature works by graduate
and undergraduate composition
students at the College of
Musical Arts.

WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 30
The Learned Ladles (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Mode re's witty examination of
intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
information, call 419/372-2719.

THURSDAY, OCT. 1
Mlcrocosmos (8 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. The
mlcrocosmos of insects in a
whole new light.
Student Jazz Combos
(8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The Learned Ladles (8 p.m.)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Moliere's witty examination of
intellectual pretension and the
vicissitudes of love. For ticket
information, call 419/372-2719.

■ZLsicillH
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Planetarum series
focuseson the question
of life on other planets
Ever wonder il life exists on
other planets and if we are
alone in the galaxy? The
University's Planetarium is
offering a multimedia experience called "In Search of
Planets with Life" which may
help answer those questions for
you.
The series will focus on the
question. "Are we alone and
qare there other planets with life
besides earth?"
Since 1990, technology has
allowed us to detect other
planets and to discover that
other stars like our Sun have
planets.
Dr Dale Smith of BGSU's
planetarium, who is leading the
series, asks "Do other stars
have planets and are the
planets In the same condition as
ours?" He also examines the
possibly ol these planets having
human intelligence.
The series begins Friday
Oct.25 and will continue until
Dec. 1. The presentation will be
held In the Planetarium and a
SI donation is suggested. For
more questions call 372-2421.
Karl Glell

Damon and Di Capita
star In UAO movies
Had a rough week or need
to take a break from Hie In the
residence hall? Just walk over
to decamp Hall and let Matt
Damon and Leonardo Di
Caprio help relieve your daily
stress.
UAO. University Activities
Organization, is bringing the
two-acclaimed actors to
campus with the films that
gave them their big breaks in
Hollywood.
In the first lllm. "What's
Eating Gilbert Grape," Leo
plays Amle, a mentally challenged young man whose
older brother is Gilbert, played
by Johnny Depp. Gilbert Is
left with the dally tasks, taking
care ol his 500 pound mother
who is content to lay on the
couch all day. holding down a
Job at a local grocery store and
keeping his brother out of
trouble and out of a mental
home In their small town of
Endora, Iowa.
Gilbert is up to the because they live in a small town
where neighbors are always
notifying him when his brother

Amle is climbing up the water
tower and can not seem to get
back down.
Not only does Johnny Depp
do a superb )ob ol bringing the
sensitivity out In his character,
so does Leonardo. We spend
most of the movie watching
Amle get Into trouble and create
havoc for his family, but by the
end ol the movie we understand
why the family would not be
able to live without him. DI
Caprio shows his range and
ability as he was nominated for
a Golden Globe and Oscar for
his performance.
UAO will also be showing
the The Rainmaker," the
acclaimed 1997 film starring
Matt Damon, based on the New
York Times Best Selling John
Grisham novel.
" The Rainmaker" is set In
Memphis and begins with Rudy,
played by Matt Damon, as a
recent law school graduate.
Rudy Is an idealistic young man
who wants to be a high powered
lawyer with big cases, but he
soon finds out that he can not
even get his loot in the door at a
respectable law firm In the city.
Forced to live in his car,
Rudy realizes that he needs to
lind work quick and turns to
Deck Schlfflet. played by Danny
DeVito Schlfflet gets Rudy a
|ob in his boss's firm. As Rudy's
new lirm begins to go under he
and Deck set out to on their own
to take on a high powered
insurance company.
Rudy struggles through the
case and the Memphis law
scene as he takes a few detours. The movie, also starring
Claire Dairies and John Volght.
has received rave reviews and
Is a must see Drama.
"What's Eating Gilbert
Grape" will be shown on September 25 and 26. with "The
Rainmaker" being shown on
October 2 and 3. Both are
shown in 111 Olscamp at 8 p.m.
and 11 p.m. The cost lor either
movie is $2.
For more intormation on
weekend films or any other
• event contact UAO at 372-2343.
-Pam Qant

IV* lit
Buzzelll, Merrftt, Marks
highlight College of
Musical Arts faculty
artists series

homecoming con'I from pg. 1
Doyt Perry Stadium.
The week will wrap up
with the Alumni Dance and
Golf Outing. The dance is
Saturday, Oct. 3 from 7 p.m. 1 a.m. In 101 A & B Olscamp
Hall. There is a $20 lee and
students are welcome.
The golf outing will follow
on Sunday. Oct. 4 at the BG
golf course with tee times
beginning at 9:30 a.m. The
costs will be $25 lor nine holes
and a golf cart, and $35 for 18
holes and a golf cart. The
price Includes hot dogs, chips
and a beverage, a sleeve ol
golf balls, a bag of tees and
betting holes. Students are
also welcome at this event.
A complate listing ol these
and many more homecoming
events Is avaiable through the
BGSU web page at
www.bgsu.edu under the
calender of events listing or for
more information about any ol
the campus events, contact
the UAO office at 419/3727164.
-Beth Klrbv
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Greek life provides
opportunities to get
involved on campus
If you're feeling a little bored
on the weekends, consider
becoming Involved in one of the
University's fraternities or
sororities.
The fun begins September
26. and will continue until the
end ol second semester.
Some ol this months philanthropies Include Bath Tub
Races. Mug Tug. and Derby
Days.
Events are open lor all
students and provide a easy
solution lor the sometimes long
weekends at Bowling Green.
Jody Pfeiler. philanthropy
chair for Mud Tug says that
"Philanthropies are a great way
to raise money for various
causes." adding that philanthropies are a great way to bridge
the gap between Greek and non
Greek students.
For more information about
Greek Activities contact Greek
Lite at 372-2011.
-Karl Glell

During the nest two weeks
the College ol Musical Arts will be
displaying some of its own
teaching talent that has made II
one ol the most successful
programs in the.
Keeping with Its tradition ol
providing quality through its own
resources, the college Is presenting Chris Buzzelll, Myra Merrttt,
Virginia Marks and others in the
upcoming weeks.
Chris Buzzelli, associate
professor of music and director of
the guitar program, will be
performing In the next installment
ol the Faculty Artist Series. The
concert Is part of the College's
salute to Duke Ellington and
George Gershwin.
Besides teaching and
performing. Buzzelli has written
articles lor "Jazz Educators
Journal" and has published a
number ol arrangements and
original compositions lor jazz
guitar ensemble.
Buzzelli has performed on
campus with Jazz artists such as
Joe Pass. Herb Ellis. Mike Stem
and many others. He has also
professionally backed many
acclaimed musicians such as
Dizzy Gillespie, Nancy Wilson.
Pat Boone and many more.
Buzzelli will also be appearing on
the Schoolkids' record release ■
Boss ol the B-3"
Buzzelli will be performing 8
p.m. Sept. 23 in the Bryan recital
Hall at the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Also performing as part ol
the Faculty Artist Series is Myra
Merritt and Virginia Marks.
Marks Is an associate
prolessor ol voice at BGSU and
joined the laculty here in 1995.
She is a graduate ol the Peabody
Conservatory of Music and the
Catholic University ol America.
She has made numerous
appearances with the Metropolitan Opera performing In 'La
Boheme." "Don Giovanni," and in
"Porgy and Bess." She has also
performed with the Houston
Grand Opera, the National Opera
ol Finland, the Budapest State
Opera and spent two season with
the Theatre dee Westens In
Berlin.
Merritt will be performing with
Virginia Marks, pianist and chair
of music performance studies at
BGSU.
Marks has performed extensively throughout the United
States and Europe as a soloist
and recitalist. A former laculty
member at Temple and Cornell
universities. Ithaca College and
the National Music Camp at
Interiochen, Mich., she is a
recording artist and has written
articles lor publications such as
"Clavier." Many ol her lormer
students have become prize
winners at national competitions.
She Is also the immediate past
president ol the Ohio Music
Teachers Association.
The Merritt and Marks
performance Is 3 p.m. Sept. 27 in
the Bryan Recital Hall In the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Both concerts are tree.
Pam Gant. editor

